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BEHIND HARTKER ’S ANTIPHONER:
NEGLECTED FRAGMENTS OF THE
EARLIEST SANKT GALLEN TONARY

Prior to the famous Hartker Antiphoner (Sankt Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 390/391),
copied in Sankt Gallen c. 1000, there survives no complete, fully-notated witness to the
Romano-Frankish chant repertory for the Office. Scholars have long known about the rela-
ted tonary, possibly a decade older, in which the Sankt Gallen repertory is to be found
ordered by melody. But unrecognised until now are the remains of a second tonary (Stadt-
archiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1), datable to the early tenth century.
The combined testimony of these two tonaries, together with other surviving fragments, is
taken as the basis for a reassessment of the Office repertory in tenth-century Sankt Gallen.
Nineteenth-century scholarship gave Hartker’s Antiphoner an arguably undeserved reputa-
tion as an authorised monument of Gregorian Chant. This view seems unsustainable in
the light of many apparent editorial interventions, yet it may be precisely what the monks
had set out to achieve.

The history of Romano-Frankish chant is full of thresholds beyond
which we cannot safely tread.1 Before the earliest Mass antiphoners,

The research for this article was conducted with generous support from the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation. I would also like to thank Ulrich Albers and Ralph Schrader
at the Stadtarchiv Goslar for enabling the study of their fragment, as well as Philipp Lenz
and colleagues at the Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen for permission to spend time with the
Hartker Antiphoner and the related volumes considered here. The images from the
Goslar Tonary are reproduced with the kind permission of the Stadtarchiv Goslar and
Figure 1 from the Hartker Antiphoner by kind permission of the Stiftsbibliothek, Sankt
Gallen. In what follows, Office chants are referenced by number according to the
classifications in Corpus Antiphonalium Officii, ed. R.-J. Hesbert, 6 vols., Rerum
Ecclesiasticarum Documenta, Series Maior, 7–12 (Rome, 1963) (henceforth CAO).
Reference is also made to the CANTUS database <http://cantus.uwaterloo.ca> (last
accessed 10 Oct. 2017). For the sake of clarity, I distinguish between the monastery of
Sankt Gallen and its patron St Gall. Likewise, I distinguish between the overarching
liturgy of the ‘Office’ and individual ‘offices’, i.e. sets of proper chants for a given feast.
Manuscripts preserved in the Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen are referred to by the
abbreviation SG.

1 The nature and placement of these thresholds is naturally a matter of disagreement, as
for instance in David Hughes’s comment about a ‘probably irrecoverable phase of chant
history’ and the responses thereto, in D. G. Hughes, ‘Evidence for the Traditional View of
the Transmission of Gregorian Chant’, Journal of the American Musicological Society, 40
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from the late eighth century, we cannot pronounce on the content of a
Gregorian chant repertory. Prior to the earliest Carolingian tonaries
and music theoretical writings we cannot draw conclusions about the
nature of the melodies being sung, nor can we discuss melodic shapes
without the neumes which first appear in the second quarter of the
ninth century. The same can be said before and after the adoption of
graphic technologies for notating discrete pitch.

Among the many surviving books which function in this way for
modern scholarship, as epistemological boundary markers, are two
celebrated volumes from the Swiss monastery of Sankt Gallen. The
cantatorium Sankt Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 359, from the late
ninth or early tenth century, is one of the two earliest fully notated
sources of chants for the Mass;2 and with an equivalent status for the
chants of the Office is the late tenth-century Hartker Antiphoner,
Sankt Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Codices 390 and 391, named after
the reclusive scribe whose portrait adorns its frontispiece.3 Quite
understandably, both volumes have attained modern reputations as

(1987), pp. 377–404, at p. 377; and ibid., 41 (1988), pp. 566–79. For two classic attempts to
lay down new thresholds from the existing evidence see K. Levy, ‘Charlemagne’s
Archetype of Gregorian Chant’, Journal of the American Musicological Society, 40 (1987),
pp. 1–30, and K. Levy, ‘On theOrigin of Neumes’, Early Music History, 7 (1987), pp. 59–90.
For a more even-handed overview of the situation see P. Jeffery, ‘Rome and Jerusalem:
From Oral Tradition to Written Repertory in Two Ancient Liturgical Centers’, in
G. M. Boone (ed.), Essays on Medieval Music in Honor of David G. Hughes, Isham Library
Papers, 4 (Cambridge, Mass., 1995), pp. 207–47.

2 The description ‘fully notated’ warrants clarification, since neither SG 359 nor its
contemporary Laon, Bibliothèque municipale, Cod. 239 provides every proper chant in
full: the former manuscript lacks introit and communion chants, while the latter is
missing some pages from the beginning. However, both books were clearly conceived to
be notated throughout and, unlike their contemporaries, they survive mostly intact. On
these books see, most recently, S. Rankin, ‘On the Treatment of Pitch in Early Music
Writing’, Early Music History, 30 (2011), pp. 105–75. The earliest Sankt Gallen gradual
with a ‘complete’ notated repertory of proper chants for the Mass is SG 342, to be
considered below.

3 Only later the antiphoner split into its present two-volume state, as discussed in the most
authoritative account of the book to date, Antiphonaire de Hartker: Manuscrits Saint-Gall
390–391, ed. J. Froger, 2nd edn, Paléographie musicale, 2/1 (Bern, 1970), pp. 19*–28*.
See also CAO, ed. Hesbert, ii, pp. vi–ix. On the antiphoner’s notations and music see
K. Pouderoijen and I. I. de Loos, ‘Wer ist Hartker? Die Entstehen des Hartkerischen
Antiphonars’, Beiträge zur Gregorianik, 47 (2009), pp. 67–86, and R. Steiner, ‘Hartker’s
Antiphoner and the Oral Tradition of Chant at St. Gall’, in J. C. King (ed.), Sangallensia in
Washington: The Arts and Letters inMedieval and Baroque St. Gall Viewed from the Late Twentieth
Century (New York, 1993), pp. 199–212. On the identity of Hartker see Antiphonaire, ed.
Froger, pp. 12*–14*, building on the findings of E. Omlin, ‘Hartker von St. Gallen’,
Zeitschrift für schweizerische Geschichte, 25 (1931), pp. 226–33; see also the reassessment in
Pouderoijen and de Loos, ‘Wer ist Hartker?’. Vying for the honour of the ‘earliest fully
notated antiphoner’ is the tenth-century ‘Mont-Renaud’ manuscript, in private hands,
whose notation was probably added around the time of Hartker. On this book see Le
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authoritative, even archetypal witnesses to the textual and melodic
content of Romano-Frankish Chant.4Both have also come to be closely
associated with the authorising figure of Pope Gregory the Great.5But
whereas the former volume gained that status in the throes of
nineteenth-century chant reform, the Hartker Antiphoner exuded a
palpable ‘Gregorian’ legitimacy from the outset. Its opening pages
bear not only an iconic illustration of Pope Gregory dictating chant
melodies to a scribe as he receives them from a dove, the earliest and
most famous instance of that tradition of musical iconography, but
also a poem on the facing page which projects similar ideas in verse.6

Thus this book places the scholar in an interesting methodological
bind. Its status as the ‘earliest’ witness has elevated it to a place of
towering authority, an authority which is amply reinforced by the
book’s conscious self-presentation as authentically ‘Gregorian’. Yet by
virtue of its earliness we are also deprived of the necessary means to
challenge or dissect that historiographical status. Sincemedieval chant
books are now but the fossils of once-living musical traditions, there is
always a scholarly imperative to investigate behind and beyond the
written materials which we possess. For this extraordinarily fêted
volume, however, the product of a monastery which is itself an outsize
presence in chant historiography, that need is especially acute.7

manuscrit duMont-Renaud, xe siècle: Graduel et antiphonaire de Noyon, Paléographiemusicale,
1/16 (Solesmes, 1955).

4 One of the more transparent instances is W. Lipphardt, Der Karolingische Tonar von Metz,
Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quellen und Forschungen, 43 (Münster, 1965), in which the
Hartker Antiphoner was used as the model for a hypothetical ninth-century antiphoner
from Metz. Another notable example will be considered below.

5 See, above all, L. Lambillotte, Antiphonaire de saint Grégoire: Facsimilé du manuscrit de Saint-
Gall (Brussels, 1851), the extraordinary publication which communicated an inaugural,
hand-drawn facsimile of SG 359, together with certain materials from SG 390/391. Half a
century later, photographs of both Sankt Gallen volumes were published in a special,
second series of Paléographie musicale devoted to ‘monuments’ alone, i.e. facsimiles
without accompanying analysis. The reasons for establishing this series were given in the
preface to the first of these, Antiphonaire de l’office monastique transcrit par Hartker:
Manuscrits Saint-Gall 390–391 (980–1011), 2nd edn, Paléographie musicale, 2/1
(Solesmes, 1900), pp. 7–8.

6 SG 390, pp. 12–13. The poem, ‘Hoc quoque Gregorius’, is also edited in Poetae Latini aevi
Carolini 4, ed. K. Strecker, Monumenta Germaniae Historica Poetae, 4 (Berlin, 1923), pp.
1071–2.

7 The larger historiographical question about Sankt Gallen’s place in music history was
first addressed in R. van Doren, Étude sur l’influence musicale de l’abbaye de Saint-Gall (VIIe

au XIe siècle) (Leuven, 1925). Among articles which have answered this need see
S. Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, in Boone (ed.), Essays on Medieval Music in Honor of
David G. Hughes, pp. 371–94, for the Mass; and P.-M. Gy, ‘Les premiers bréviaires de
Saint-Gall (deuxième quart du XIe s.)’, in W. Dürig (ed.), Liturgie: Gestalt und Vollzug
(Munich, 1963), pp. 104–13, for the Office.
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Enabled by a hitherto unpublicised Office book fragment from
Sankt Gallen, this article attempts to peer behind the facade of the
Hartker Antiphoner. The document in question, Stadtarchiv Goslar,
Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1, is a single, partially notated
bifolium from what was once an Office tonary, which is to say, a book
of chant incipits ordered not by liturgical place (as in an antiphoner)
but by melodic classification.8 The basic function of this book was to
group Office chants by mode, and to further categorise antiphons by
their differentia, that is, the recommended melodic formula for the
‘saeculorum amen’ at the termination of the doxology, whose correct
employment facilitated a seamless return to the antiphon’s repeat. In
this instance, our tonary was also probably designed to communicate
the Office repertory at Sankt Gallen in toto. The four surviving pages
list some two hundred items, tabulated in the Appendix below, cor-
responding to approximately one-third of the Sankt Gallen Office
chants assigned to the third and seventh modes.9 (A full reproduction
is included at the end of this article, Plates 1–4.) A palaeographic
dating to the first or second third of the tenth century, if accepted,
makes this fragment comfortably the earliest surviving Sankt Gallen
tonary, as well as the earliest witness of any substance to the Office
repertory of that monastery.10It also places these leaves in a celebrated
period of musical activity at Sankt Gallen, one which has also been
noted – but perhaps need not be noted any longer – for the apparent
lack of music theoretical engagement.11 The very fact of its existence
clearly deserves wider exposure, and it means that several small
thresholds in chant historiography must move accordingly.

However, arguably the greater significance of this fragment derives
not from its contents per se, but from the manner in which it

8 M. Kapp, Handschriftenfragmente in Stadtarchiv Goslar. Teil 1: Die liturgischen Fragmente
(Goslar, 1994), p. 70 (no. 77, formerly Fragm. 267). Among many useful publications on
the early history of the tonary see: Lipphardt, Der Karolingische Tonar; M. Huglo, Les
tonaires: Inventaire, analyse, comparaison (Paris, 1971); K. Falconer, ‘The Modes before the
Modes: Antiphon and Differentia in Western Chant’, in P. Jeffery (ed.), The Study of
Medieval Chant: Paths and Bridges, East and West. In Honor of Kenneth Levy (Woodbridge,
2001), pp. 131–46; M. Huglo, ‘Tonary’, in S. Sadie (ed.), New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 2nd edn, 29 vols. (London, 2001), xxv, pp. 594–8.

9 This calculation is based on the total of approximately 600 third- and seventh-mode
chants found in the Hartker Antiphoner. As we shall see, the total probably grew during
the tenth century, but not to the extent that it invalidates the point.

10 H. Hoffmann, Buchkunst und Königtum im ottonischen und frühsalischen Reich, 2 vols.,
Schriften der Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 30 (Stuttgart, 1986), i, p. 380, in which
the manuscript is listed under its now-retired designation Fragm. 267.

11 S. Rankin, ‘The Song School of St Gall’, in King (ed.), Sangallensia in Washington, pp. 173–
98, at pp. 177–9.
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complements other surviving materials, helping us to address larger
questions about the shape of the early Office liturgy at Sankt Gallen.
Henceforth referred to as the Goslar Tonary, this document will be
shown to be a slightly grander relation of themore famous tonary from
tenth-century Sankt Gallen, that is, the set of palimpsested bifolia
which now share their bindings with the Hartker Antiphoner. This so-
called Hartker Tonary was reconstructed by the Solesmes monks in
their Paléographie Musicale facsimile a century ago, and its relation-
ship to Sankt Gallen and wider practices was scrutinised in detail as
part of a larger tonary study by Ephrem Omlin.12 These efforts not-
withstanding, Jacques Froger noted in 1970 that a proper comparative
study of the Hartker Antiphoner and Tonary remained to be accom-
plished.13 That call has gone unanswered in the half century since.

This study is not the last word on that relationship, which would
require a book of its own, but rather it is an attempt to place some of
the larger historical pieces together. This is now possible in a way that
it was not for Froger, thanks to sustained work in recent decades on
Sankt Gallen’s musical, scribal and notational accomplishments
before the eleventh century.14 In a particularly valuable overview of
liturgical codification at Sankt Gallen in this period, with attention
directed primarily towards the music of the Mass, Susan Rankin
advanced the significant claim that ‘we can perceive the major litur-
gical task of the tenth century [at Sankt Gallen] as the cultivation and
secure recording in script of a “home” liturgy, with all its Roman and

12 Antiphonaire de l’office monastique transcrit par Hartker, pp. 16–22; E. Omlin, Die sankt-
gallischen Tonarbuchstaben: Ein Beitrag zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Offiziumsantiphonen in
Bezug auf ihre Tonarten und Psalmkadenzen, Veröffentlichungen der Gregorianischen
Akademie zu Freiburg/Schweiz, 18 (Regensburg, 1934), pp. 55–110, with a suggested
reconstruction of the Hartker Tonary on p. 61. For a digest of Omlin’s work see also
Huglo, Les tonaires, pp. 233–40. The most authoritative reconstruction of the tonary is to
be found in Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, pp. 44*–50*, 53*–59*, which improves on previous
readings by showing that parts of the tonary had been palimpsested.

13 Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, p. 49*.
14 To cite but a few, in addition to those already mentioned: S. Rankin, ‘The Earliest

Sources of Notker’s Sequences: St Gallen, Vadiana 317, and Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale, lat. 10587’, Early Music History, 10 (1991), pp. 201–33; G. Björkvall and A. A.
Haug, ‘Tropentypen in Sankt Gallen’, in W. Arlt and G. Björkvall (eds.), Recherches
nouvelles sur les tropes liturgiques (Stockholm, 1993), pp. 119–74; S. Rankin, ‘From Tuotilo
to the First Manuscripts: The Shaping of a Trope Repertory at Saint Gall’, ibid., pp. 395–
413; W. Arlt and S. S. Rankin, Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen Codices 484 & 381, 3 vols.
(Winterthur, 1996); L. Kruckenberg, ‘Ekkehard’s Use of Musical Detail in the Casus
Sancti Galli’, in J. A. Peraino (ed.), Medieval Music in Practice: Studies in Honor of Richard
Crocker (Middleton, Wis., 2013), pp. 23–57; C. Bower, The Liber ymnorum of Notker Balbulus,
2 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society, 121–2 (London, 2016).
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Frankish, old and new, foreign and native, dimensions’.15 This has yet
to be demonstrated for the Office, and so the unearthing of the Goslar
Tonary represents an obvious invitation to re-evaluate that claim.
More generally, a parallel assessment of the Goslar and Hartker Ton-
aries, along with some other Sankt Gallen fragments, permits us to
establish a new, more broadly contextualised view of the early Office
chant repertory at this institution. Above all, it provides the means to
look again at the celebrated and now-ubiquitous work of Hartker.

TH E P R E - H I S TOR Y O F HART K E R

There has never been any doubt that Hartker’s Antiphoner stood upon
earlier layers of chant practice at Sankt Gallen. The only question is
how faithfully it reproduced its musical past. According to the mon-
astery’s eleventh-century historian Ekkehart IV, the local chant reper-
tory had a claim to be authentically Roman. In a marginal
embellishment to the Sankt Gallen copy of John the Deacon’s hefty Life
of Gregory, Ekkehart told the tale of ‘Romanus’, a Roman cantor who
brought his Roman antiphoner to the monastery in the late eighth or
early ninth century.16He also made the point a second time, as part of
his continuation of the monastery’s historical record, the Casus sancti
Galli.17 The same idea of Roman authority was of course embodied in
the opening pages of the Hartker Antiphoner, a book with which
Ekkehart cannot but have been familiar, and this author gave further
weight to the premise in his Liber benedictionum when he affirmed the
responsibility of Pope Gregory for Frankish chant.18 Nine hundred
years later, René-Jean Hesbert articulated a remarkably similar view of
Sankt Gallen’s musical authority when he identified the Hartker

15 Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, p. 393.
16 SG 578, p. 54. Ekkehart’s responsibility was deduced in Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’,

pp. 371–5.
17 Ekkehart IV, St. Galler Klostergeschichten, trans. H. F. Häfele, Ausgewählte Quellen zur

Deutschen Geschichte des Mittelalters, 10 (Darmstadt, 1980), ch. 47, pp. 106–9.
Ekkehart’s treatment of music in the Casus sancti Galli has also been the subject of three
recent studies, to be considered further below: Kruckenberg, ‘Ekkehard’s Use of Musical
Detail’; L. Kruckenberg, ‘Singing History: Chant in Ekkehard IV’s Casus sancti Galli’, in
K. A.-M. Bugyis, A. B. Kraebel and M. E. Fassler (eds.), Medieval Cantors and their Craft:
Music, Liturgy and the Shaping of History, 800–1500 (York, 2017), pp. 59–88; and S. Rankin,
‘Ut a patribus audiuimus: Tuotilo, as Framed by Ekkehart IV’, in D. Ganz and C. Dora
(eds.), Tuotilo: Archäologie eines Frühmittelalterlichen Künstlers, Monasterium Sancti Galli, 8
(Sankt Gallen, 2017), pp. 195–211.

18 P. Stotz, ‘Verleugnung der Wortkunst als Bekenntnis: Zu den drei confutatio-Gedichten
Ekkeharts IV. von St. Gallen’, in N. Kössinger, E. Krotz and S. Müller (eds.), Ekkehart IV.
von St. Gallen, Lingua Historica Germanica, 8 (Berlin, 2015), pp. 393–419, at pp. 398, 413.
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Antiphoner as the oldest of seventeen Office chant manuscripts which
he considered closest to a lost Roman archetype.19In an earlier volume
Hesbert reached a more mainstream conclusion, that the Hartker
Antiphoner was a ‘hybrid’ of ‘somewhat indecisive’ nature, but within
the parameters of his investigation this book was still essentially as
authoritative as they came.20

However, it appears that neither author had counted on the evi-
dence of fragments. Whatever truth there might have been to the
‘Romanus’ legend, its relevance to Hartker is greatly undermined by
the survival of two chant folios from later eighth-century Sankt Gallen,
now SG 1399.a.2.21Copied by the scribe Winithar, these pages attest to
a world of chant singing at odds with later Sankt Gallen antiphoners.
There are some textual concordances, to be sure, but nor can there be
any doubt about the existence of discontinuities. The Purification
responsory Tolle puerum et matrem eius (p. 1; CAO 7768), for instance,
agrees with two ninth-century Frankish antiphoners and the Old
Roman tradition, but was not preserved in later Sankt Gallen sources,
nor is it known to have been copied anywhere else except in the
shape of an antiphon (CAO 5156).22 As Rankin has argued on the
basis of such evidence, we are probably witnessing the effects of Car-
olingian editorial activity during the ninth century, something from
which Sankt Gallen was clearly not immune.23 In other words, the
Hartker Antiphoner is at best a foggy lens into this eighth-century
musical past.

Rather more contentious is where Hartker stands in relation to the
later Carolingian period. In the wake of the various interventions
recommended by ninth-century figures such as Agobard andHelisachar,
to cite two individuals whose names we know, we would tend to expect a
greater degree of stability in Sankt Gallen chant practices as the ninth

19 CAO, ed. Hesbert, vi, p. 384. These conclusions are articulated with considerably more
clarity in the critique of H. Möller, ‘Research on the Antiphoner: Problems and
Perspectives’, Journal of the Plainsong and Medieval Music Society, 10 (1987), pp. 1–14.
Narrowed down from a shortlist of some eight hundred, Hesbert’s other sixteen
examples were all from the twelfth century or later.

20 CAO, ed. Hesbert, ii, p. vi.
21 A. Dold, Neue St. Galler vorhieronymianische Propheten-Fragmente: Der St. Galler Sammelhands-

chrift 1398b zugehörig, Text und Arbeiten, 31 (Beuron, 1940).
22 The sources of the responsory to which I refer are, respectively: Paris, Bibliothèque

nationale de France, MS Lat. 17436 (the ‘Compiègne’ antiphoner); Trier, Stadtbi-
bliothek, 1245-597; and Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Archivio San Pietro, B 79.

23 S. Rankin, ‘Beyond the Boundaries of Roman-Frankish Chant: Alcuin’s De laude Dei and
Other Early Medieval Sources of Office Chants’, in M. S. Cuthbert, S. Gallagher and
C. Wolff (eds.), City, Chant, and the Topography of Early Music: Essays in Honor of Thomas Forrest
Kelly (Cambridge, Mass., 2013), pp. 229–62, at pp. 229–45, 249–53.
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century gave way to the tenth.24 After all, this was the age of the now-
celebrated pair of graduals SG 359 and Laon, Bibliothèque municipale
239, separated by their geography and notation yet remarkably con-
cordant in theirmusical and textual testimony.25But once again fragments
cast doubt on such an assumption.

Although palaeography has not been able to pin them definitively
to Sankt Gallen, the late ninth-century endleaves of SG 86 (pp. 1–4,
231–4) communicate a chant repertory which is not only largely con-
cordant with theHartker Antiphoner, but which also aligns certain key
chant texts to the same liturgical functions as they are found in Sankt
Gallen a century or more later.26Examples include the Advent Sunday
Magnificat antiphon Ecce nomen domini (p. 1; CAO 2527) and the Epi-
phany Magnificat antiphon Venit lumen tuum (p. 233; CAO 5344). But
these leaves do not represent a simple foreshadowing of Hartker by any
stretch. Most strikingly, they embody a strange liturgical contradiction.
While the surviving pages encompass chants and readings for major
Office services (Vespers, Matins and Lauds) on major Sundays or feasts
(Advent, Holy Innocents, Circumcision, Epiphany, St Sebastian and St
Agnes), their content is actually more befitting of an ordinary weekday.
In place of the great responsories atMatins we find short responsories, of
the sort which in the Hartker Antiphoner are rubricated as responsoriola;
and rather than the customary sequence of nine or twelve Matins anti-
phons for feasts, the pages provide only the canticle antiphons for Ves-
pers and Lauds and the invitatory for Matins.27 Where present, the

24 See the classic article on this topic: M. Huglo, ‘Les remaniements de l’antiphonaire grégorien
au IXe siècle: Hélisachar, Agobard, Amalaire’, in Culto cristiano, politica imperiale carolingia,
Convegni del Centro di Studi sulla Spiritualità Medievale, 18 (Todi, 1979), pp. 87–120.

25 For recent investigation of the relationship see Rankin, ‘On the Treatment of Pitch’.
26 Themain body of the book is a copy of the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions made in late

tenth-century Einsiedeln, as described in A. von Euw, ‘Die Einsiedler Buchmalerei zur
Zeit des Abtes Gregor (964–996)’, in O. Lang (ed.), Festschrift zum tausendsten Todestag des
seligen Abtes Gregor, des dritten Abtes von Einsiedeln 996–1996 (St Ottilien, 1996), pp. 183–
241, at p. 232. For an analysis of the ninth-century portion see H. Hoffmann,
Schreibschulen des 10. und des 11. Jahrhunderts im Südwesten des Deutschen Reichs, 2 vols.,
Schriften der Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 53 (Hanover, 2004), i, p. 146, in which
the author rules out Reichenau and connects the scribe to SG 22, the so-called ‘Golden
Psalter’, a book made in possible collaboration between West Frankish and Sankt Gallen
scribes.

27 This disposition of antiphons appears to be a feature in some of the earliest East Frankish
antiphoners, e.g. the Quedlinburg source Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Mus. ms. 40047, as
mentioned in H. Möller, ‘Office Compositions from St. Gall: Saints Gallus and Otmar’, in
M. E. Fassler and R. A. Baltzer (eds.), The Divine Office in the Latin Middle Ages: Methodology
and Source Studies, Regional Developments, Hagiography (New York and Oxford, 2000), pp.
237–56, at pp. 250–1. This arrangement is also to be found in the Hartker Antiphoner for
two feasts: Saints Philip and James (SG 391, pp. 51–3) and the Invention of theHoly Cross
(SG 391, pp. 61–6).
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Matins readings are also unusually short. The liturgical rationale still
remains to be worked through, but it is transparently not what we are
accustomed to find in later books. Added to this is the lingering
spectre of Winithar. The short responsories Vox de caelis sonuit and
Caeli aperti . . . vox patris audita est (p. 3) are unknown in any later
source, the former resembling an antiphon of the same name (CAO
5507), the latter now better known as the verse for the responsory
Hodie in Iordane (CAO 6849). And among the antiphons is the Gallican
composition Insignes praeconiis (CAO 3355) for St Sebastian, a chant
which would never be seen again at Sankt Gallen, nor in Swiss anti-
phoners at large. Once again, then, the Hartker Antiphoner comes
across as a strangely distant cousin.

Even tenth-century sources from Sankt Gallen could differ from
Hartker’s imprint, as Walter Berschin, Peter Ochsenbein andHartmut
Möller showed in a collaborative study of the office for St Otmar, one
of the monastery’s lesser patron saints.28 By comparing the Hartker
Antiphoner with the music in book of hagiography from early tenth-
century Sankt Gallen (Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Cod.
Guelf. 17.5 Aug. 4o), the authors were able to posit that the St Otmar
office had existed in two versions prior to the copying of the Hartker
Antiphoner, after which further chants were also appended. The key
witness for their narrative was our friend the local historian Ekkehart
IV, who also documented further tenth-century additions to the Sankt
Gallen repertory in honour of St Andrew and St Afra.29 Clearly the
fluidity of local saints’ offices at Sankt Gallen should not be projected
outwards onto the Romano-Frankish repertory at large, but these
instances of local tenth-century change are crucial for the deductions
to be made below.

The other key precursor to the Hartker Antiphoner is the frag-
mentary tonary with which it now shares its bindings, a document
widely thought to represent a slightly earlier Sankt Gallen tradition.
(I shall substantiate that claim below.) Dismembered and partially
palimpsested during the thirteenth century, probably in connection

28 W. Berschin, P. P. Ochsenbein and H. H. Möller, ‘Das Otmaroffizien: Vier Phasen seiner
Entwicklung’, in W. Berschin and D. Hiley (eds.), Die Offizien des Mittelalters (Tutzing,
1999), pp. 25–57.

29 Ekkehart IV, St. Galler Klostergeschichten, trans. Häfele, ch. 123, pp. 238–9; also ch. 80,
pp. 166–7. For a discussion of this repertory at large see W. Berschin, ‘Sanktgallische
Offiziendichtung aus ottonischer Zeit’, in Berschin and R. Düchting (eds.), Lateinische
Dichtungen des X. und XI. Jahrhunderts: Festgabe für Walther Bulst zum 80. Geburtstag
(Heidelberg, 1981), pp. 13–48. On Ekkehart’s practices of chant citation see
Kruckenberg, ‘Ekkehard’s Use of Musical Detail’, with a list of named attributions
on p. 30.
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with the division of the manuscript into its present two-volume state,
this so-called Hartker Tonary shares with the antiphoner a near-
identical repertory of Office antiphons, whose ordering within
melodic categories is not alphabetical (as is sometimes the case in
tonaries) but liturgical, in a sequence which is itself closely aligned to
the antiphoner.30 The shared repertory includes chants for the local
patrons St Gall and St Otmar, as well as some of the aforementioned
chants for St Afra and St Andrew. Given that chant repertories for the
Office are so much more variable than those for the Mass, both in
contents and in ordering, this is a very solid relationship. No less
importantly, the Hartker Tonary and Antiphoner share a similar set of
melodic assignments for both mode and differentia. Also common to
both is the use of ‘Tonarbuchstaben’, or tonary letters, a shorthand
characteristic of Alpine and Southern German antiphoners whereby
the mode is indicated with a Latin or Greek vowel (a, e, i, o, u, Η, y [υ]
or w [ɷ]) and the differentia with a consonant (b, c, d, g, h, k, p or q).31

The Hartker Tonary and Antiphoner are in fact the two earliest
examples of this system, and the concomitant absence of tonary let-
ters from the Goslar fragment suggests that the innovation may even
have been contemporary with Hartker. What this means, in sum, is
that these two sections of the Hartker manuscript are incontrovertibly
the products of the same late tenth-century institution.

Indeed, Froger went so far as to suggest that the Hartker Tonary
and Antiphoner shared a scribal hand, albeit not necessarily the
famous eponymous scribe, whom he determined to have been work-
ing within a small team of copyists.32Huglo andOmlin were bothmore
circumspect about the palaeographical relationship,33 but in a more
recent study of the manuscript’s notations Kees Pouderoijen and Ike
de Loos were able to uphold Froger’s claim.34 According to the
authors, the neumes in the Hartker Tonary were probably the work of
the manuscript’s tertiary notator, ‘NHc’, who also had responsibility
for the manuscript’s collection of invitatory antiphons as well as parts

30 On the ordering strategy of the Hartker Tonary see Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, pp. 69–70
and Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, p. 49*. Ordering anomalies will be considered below.

31 Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben; Huglo, Les tonaires, pp. 108, 232–3. Note, however, that the
modal letters in the Hartker Antiphoner may not be original, as explained in Huglo,
p. 236. Froger’s thorough study left open the possibility of Hartker’s responsibility for
certain letters, while also confirming that many different hands had added to themargins
between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. See Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, pp. 50*–52*.

32 Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, pp. 49*–50*, with consideration of the multiple scribes on
pp. 34*–42*. The author declines to speculate on which hand might be Hartker’s.

33 Huglo, Les tonaires, p. 236; Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, p. 70.
34 Pouderoijen and de Loos, ‘Wer ist Hartker?’.
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of the antiphoner proper. Neumes are not central to the tonary’s
purpose, of course, and these ones may not be contemporary with the
text hand. Nevertheless, we can now confirm that the different sec-
tions of the book were together in the early eleventh century. The
connectedness of the sections is further attested by the fact that
the twelfth-century Sankt Gallen manuscript SG 388, already known to
be a copy of the antiphoner, conveys the very same invitatory anti-
phons and an abbreviated version of the same tonary (pp. 2–5).35

The most interesting point about the Hartker Tonary, however, is
that it is not completely identical to its adjacent antiphoner. It has a
slightly different repertory, a slightly different pattern of liturgical
ordering and a slightly different list of modal assignments. Although
these discrepancies are not enough to cast doubt on an institutional
relationship, they do constitute a crucial source of interpretative
leverage, to be exploited further below when we analyse the Goslar
Tonary. By the same token, however, they demand our studious
attention. Besides the fact that these discrepancies have not been
discussed in scholarly literature since the 1970s, they also present a
series of interpretative challenges which warrant significantly more
consideration here. Only once we have scrutinised anew the relation-
ship between the Hartker Antiphoner and the first documented Sankt
Gallen tonary, therefore, can we begin to incorporate the evidence of
a second.

TH E HARTK E R TONAR Y R E CON S I D E R ED

To date EphremOmlin is the only scholar to have attempted a systematic
comparison of the Hartker Tonary and Hartker Antiphoner reper-
tories.36Although this author would have benefitted significantly from
the database mentality which began to infiltrate Office scholarship in
the 1960s, to say nothing of further proofreading, he still contributed a
great deal, not least in his grappling with matters of methodology. The
essential problem, as Omlin recognised, is that the very differences
which open up a hermeneutic space between the tonary and anti-
phoner also obstruct definitive conclusions about their relationship.
Depending on which source we think came first, a chant which is

35 Another copy not generally mentioned in scholarship is the eleventh-century proto-
breviary SG 414, whose musical portion begins on p. 362 with the very same poem in
honour of Gregory that we find in SG 390, p. 12. For observations on their visual similarity
see Gy, ‘Les premiers bréviaires’, p. 107.

36 Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben.
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‘missing’ relative to the Hartker Antiphoner may represent an addi-
tion or it may represent a subtraction, and it may have been made con-
sciously or otherwise. But since neither the Hartker Tonary nor the
Hartker Antiphoner survives in complete form – as it stands today the
tonary lists some eight hundred antiphons, which is approximately half
the Office repertory – the same evidence may also indicate a change of
liturgical position, conscious or unconscious, or a change of modal
assignment, the evidence of which may or may not now reside in a
lacuna.37 The situation is compounded by a litany of further problems:
the fact that many (if not most) of the modal assignments in the anti-
phoner were added to the margins by later hands; the question of what
relationship (if any) the tonary and the antiphoner were meant to have;
and the open question as to whether the twelfth-century witness SG 388
(a useful source wherever the original pages of the Hartker Antiphoner
are lacking) was truly a verbatim copy.38

All of this explains why Omlin never explicitly enumerated the
repertorial differences between the Hartker Tonary and Antiphoner,
opting to provide comparative tables and a verbal summary instead.39

All we can really say is that there are between fifty and a hundred
antiphons in the Hartker Antiphoner which are not where they
‘should be’ in the Hartker Tonary.40 Conversely, the Hartker Tonary
has no more than a handful of chants which are not in the Hartker
Antiphoner. Some of these ‘missing’ chants can be explained by scri-
bal strategy. Omlin noted how two groups of chants – the Advent ‘O’
antiphons and some two dozen sixth-mode antiphons after the model
of Ipse inuocauit me – are represented in the tonary only by a handful of
exemplary chants.41As he reasoned, this is probably not because these
antiphons came in or out of favour, but because they are unusually
formulaic. However, for the remainder we are forced to reckon with
two basic possibilities: either the Hartker Antiphoner represented an
expansion of the repertory in the tonary or, in reverse, the Hartker
Tonary represented a contraction of the repertory in the antiphoner.

37 The original layer of the Hartker Antiphoner breaks off after the fourteenth Sunday of
the post-Pentecost season. Some of the missing Sundays were later copied by a thirteenth-
century hand, most injuriously, onto palimpsests of the tonary. On the palimpsests see
the helpful summary in Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, pp. 42*–44*.

38 On the marginal letters see n. 31 above.
39 For the tables see Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, pp. 221–327. Contrary to appearances, the lists

of chants found on pp. 97–9 and 100 are not comprehensive.
40 Using the testimony of both Hartker and Goslar Tonaries, I narrow this figure down in

n. 103 below.
41 Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, pp. 99–100.
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The question of precedence was resolved by Omlin via the feast of
St Gregory, of whose chants theHartker Tonary bears no trace.42That is to
say, out of the five St Gregory chants in the Hartker Antiphoner which
should be locatable in the tonary, not one is present. Crucially, these miss-
ing chants are susceptible to a precise dating. Although St Gregory was
most famously venerated with the office Gloriosa sanctissimi, attributed to
Bruno of Toul (Pope Leo IX, d. 1054), the antiphons in question actually
belonged to a lesser-known South German composition of limited circu-
lation, with first antiphon Sacerdos et pontifex and first responsory Mutato
etenim. AsOmlin observed, veneration of St Gregory in the LakeConstance
area saw a revival during Hartker’s lifetime, first in 989 when the saint’s
relics were translated to Petershausen, and then in 992 when the same
monastery was rededicated to that saint.43To this day no one has found a
better explanation for this office’s composition, and thus we have a rela-
tively solid boundary for dating: while the Hartker Antiphoner is unlikely
to be any earlier than 989, theHartker Tonary is unlikely to bemuch later.
Given thatHartker himself is known to have been a recluse at SanktGallen
between 980 and his death in 1011, Omlin’s conclusion allows for the
possibility that Hartker was responsible for both portions of the manu-
script, perhaps over the extended period in which he was in his cell.44

Reviewing Omlin’s findings, Michel Huglo further proposed that
between the making of the Hartker Tonary (or its model) and the
Hartker Antiphoner there had been an influx ofWest Frankish chants.45

He also suggested that the absence of three chants for All Saints might
even place the tonary’s ancestor in the years around 850, that is, prior to
the adoption of that feast at Sankt Gallen. However, his readings of the
situation were not entirely accurate – and here the blame is to be shared
withOmlin, whose tables can be frustratingly opaque – since theHartker
Tonary actually has many chants for All Saints. Moreover, while Huglo’s
example of a possibleWest Frankish import, Suffragante domine, is indeed

42 Ibid., pp. 95–6.
43 For the historical background see F. Meyer, Sankt Pelagius und Gregor der Grosse: Ihre

Verehrung im Bistum Konstanz, Forschungen zur oberrheinischen Landesgeschichte, 47
(Munich, 2002), pp. 172–6. Aware of the second Gregory office in later Sankt Gallen
books, Omlin equivocated about his dating, but the attribution to Bruno of Toul should
have removed any such doubt. This was a mid-eleventh-century composition according to
V. Kartsovnik, ‘The 11th-Century Office for St. Gregory the Great in the Manuscript
Tradition’, in L. Dobszay (ed.), International Musicological Society Study Group Cantus
Planus: Papers Read at the 6th Meeting, Eger, Hungary, 1993, 2 vols. (Budapest, 1995), ii,
pp. 615–27.

44 Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, pp. 12*–14*.
45 Huglo, Les tonaires, pp. 236–7.
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documented in (later) French sources, its earliest known copies appear
to be local: it is specified as a processional antiphon both in the gradual
Einsiedeln, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 121 (pp. 411–12), dated to around
960–70, and in the processional portion of SG 18 (p. 31), which Rankin
has placed ‘in the early to middle years of the tenth century’.46

In one further misapprehension, Huglo implied that the Hartker
Tonary pre-dated the Sankt Gallen office chants for St Afra, whose
composition Ekkehart IV attributed to his namesake Ekkehart I
(d. 973).47There are in fact many antiphons from the St Afra office in
the Hartker Tonary, which comfortably quashes speculation of an
earlier tenth-century origin. But there is something insightful about
the presentation of this particular office. I have already mentioned
how the tonary is ordered first by classification of mode and differentia,
and then by liturgical position, according to a pattern which closely
resembles the Hartker Antiphoner. What Omlin found was that those
chants which deviate from the antiphoner’s liturgical pattern also
belong to the same handful of liturgical occasions – he named Trinity
and St Afra, but he should also have added St Otmar48 – and, more-
over, these liturgical occasions also happen to be among the few feasts
which are incompletely represented in the Hartker Tonary. As Omlin
went on to argue, using reasoning which Lipphardt would later deploy
in pursuit of a Carolingian tonary archetype, this state of disorder is
best explained by the recent addition of these offices to the Sankt
Gallen repertory.49 The disorder also explains Huglo’s confusion.

At the risk of overstating the point, there is actually even more to say
about the tonary’s liturgical ordering. So far unnoticed is the fact that a
single antiphon from the office of St Andrew, Ambulans Iesus, is also

46 Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, p. 386.
47 Huglo, Les tonaires, p. 236, n. 3. For the attribution see Ekkehart IV, St. Galler

Klostergeschichten, trans. Häfele, ch. 80, pp. 166–7, although note that doubt has been
cast on Ekkehart IV’s reliability as witness. On the likelihood that the sequences
attributed to Ekkehart I were actually by Notker Balbulus see Bower, Liber ymnorum, i, pp.
22–3. For a discussion of this older office, which contains antiphons only, see Berschin,
‘Sanktgallische Offiziendichtung’, pp. 23–8. This composition is distinct from the
eleventh-century Afra office of Hermannus Contractus.

48 Omlin also observed this of the ‘Antiphonen des Psalteriums’ (Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben,
p. 70), by which he meant the ferial (per annum) chants. But the example is not
equivalent, and need not detain us, since by definition these chants have no specific place
in the liturgical year.

49 Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, p. 70; Lipphardt, Der Karolingische Tonar, pp. 200–1. We have
already encountered the St Otmar and St Afra offices; on the tenth-century date of the
Trinity office see R. Jonsson, Historia: Études sur la genèse des offices versifiés, Acta
Universitatis Stockholmiensis: Studia Latina Stockholmiensia, 15 (Stockholm, 1968).
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copied out of sequence in the Hartker Tonary, residing instead among
chants of the Common. This may not be a coincidence, since in his
history of the monastery Ekkehart IV attributed Ambulans Iesus to
none other than Ekkehart I (d. 973), the same monk who penned the
out-of-place St Afra office.50 (He also described Ekkehart I as the author
of the St Andrew invitatory Adoremus gloriosissimum, which would not
qualify for inclusion in the Hartker Tonary, but which does have its own
anomalous presence among the book’s seventh-mode invitatories.51)
Putting all this evidence together, both palaeographic and repertorial,
there is every reason to believe that the Hartker Tonary was a product of
Sankt Gallen during the 980s. This was a period inwhichHartker himself
is known to have been active, when the new office chants for St Otmar, St
Andrew and St Afra had recently entered circulation, but prior to the
composition of a new office for St Gregory around 990.

These same offices also permit further commentary on the date of the
Hartker Antiphoner. That date is now widely considered to lie in the
990s, partly on the basis of Omlin’s deductions about the Gregory office,
but partly also because of long-standing speculation about a palaeo-
graphical link with SG 339, normally dated to around the turn of the
millennium.52 Here I can offer one further point of affirmation. What
Omlin did not comment on was the fact that some of these composi-
tions, already out of place within the Hartker Tonary’s liturgical scheme,
would remain out of place in the Hartker Antiphoner. The St Afra office
was copied into the Hartker Antiphoner after the Common of Virgins,
an obvious anomaly which was acknowledged even in its own time, when
at St Afra’s expected place in the Sanctorale one of the main scribes
added a rubric redirecting the reader (SG 391, p. 95). Meanwhile, the
Trinity office in the Hartker Antiphoner was copied not in its familiar
post-Pentecost position, but among the manuscript’s ferial (per annum)
chants after Epiphany. Since the Hartker Antiphoner has no Trinity
Sunday celebration, but instead provides for the older feast of the Pen-
tecost Octave, it follows that in late tenth-century Sankt Gallen the

50 Berschin, ‘Sanktgallische Offiziendichtung’, pp. 13–15; Ekkehart IV, St. Galler Kloster-
geschichten, trans. Häfele, ch. 80, pp. 166–7. Again, see the reservations about attribution
in n. 47 above.

51 See SG 391, p. 246. The claim that the whole St Andrew office might be attributable to
Ekkehart I (made in Berschin, ‘Sanktgallische Offiziendichtung’, pp. 13–23) is untenable
on the grounds of wider Frankish transmission, as is explained by Möller in W. Berschin,
P. P. Ochsenbein and H. H. Möller, ‘Das älteste Gallusoffizium’,Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch,
24/25 (1989), pp. 11–37, at p. 35, n. 37.

52 A. von Euw, Die St. Galler Buchkunst vom 8. bis zum Ende des 11. Jahrhunderts, 2 vols. (Sankt
Gallen, 2008), i, pp. 217–19.
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Trinity was still a floating, votive observance.53 Hence there follows an
interesting implication for the similarly out-of-place St Afra office.
According Emmanuel Munding’s survey of calendars at Sankt Gallen,
the first liturgical book to grant St Afra her accustomed feast-day of
7 August was none other than the aforementioned gradual SG 339,
whose calendar Munding dated to 997×1011.54 Up to that point, then,
this too may have been a purely votive celebration.

There are two valuable conclusions to draw. The first is that St Afra’s
office may initially have been included in the Hartker Antiphoner only
because it was a local composition, and not out of any immediate litur-
gical requirement or need. As Rankin has already cautioned in relation
to early liturgical volumes from Sankt Gallen, ‘it is important to distin-
guish between what the monks actually performed in the liturgy, and the
content of their books . . . it is far from clear that these two matched
before the eleventh century’.55The second conclusion returns us to the
matter of dating. Given that it was one of the main scribal hands of the
antiphoner who added the note redirecting the reader to St Afra’s mis-
placed office, it seems highly likely that the book was approaching
completion when, at some point in the 990s, her feast first entered the
Sankt Gallen calendars.56 By the time of the summer breviary SG 387,
which Munding dated to 1022×34, we find the offices for Trinity and St
Afra assigned to their customary places in the sanctoral and temporal
cycles (pp. 234, 338).57At this stage of the process, as Rankin’s comments
would imply, provision and need had begun to be reconciled.

I N T RODUC I NG THE GO S L A R TONAR Y

With a detailed sense of context thus established, let us now bring the
Goslar Tonary into the fold. Apparently reused in earlymodern times as
a wrapper or binding support, the document now preserved as Stad-
tarchiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1 is a single

53 The same can be seen in the tenth-century Office lectionary SG 423, p. 116. Thus we have an
answer to prior speculation that this was an error, as per Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, p. 37*.

54 E. Munding, Die Kalendarien von St. Gallen: Aus 21 Handschriften, neuntes bis elftes
Jahrhundert, 2 vols. (Beuron, 1948), ii, p. 14. Munding’s survey also includes manuscripts
‘local’ to Sankt Gallen, and the earliest of these to include Afra is Einsiedeln,
Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 174, dated to 993 ×1000. Afra’s name can also be found in earlier
tenth-century calendars from Sankt Gallen, but in each case it has been added by a later
hand. For details of these sources see Munding, Kalendarien, i, pp. 4–28.

55 Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, p. 389.
56 Froger identified the hand as the secondary ‘autre main’. See Antiphonaire, ed. Froger,

p. 40*.
57 Munding, Kalendarien, i, p. 27.
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surviving bifolium of a tenth-century Office tonary. The most recent
cataloguer was not incorrect when she reported that it comprises a list of
antiphons and responsories, but these pages are more sophisticated
than that account would imply.58So far as we can deduce, the chants of
this tonary were carefully arranged on four levels: first by mode, then by
genre, then by differentia (antiphons only), and then finally according to
the liturgical calendar. There may have been an element of taxonomic
intent to this scheme, to borrow Paul Merkley’s characterisation of
tonary types, since, as we shall see in a moment, the Goslar Tonary was
probably conceived as a complete record of local Office chants.59At the
same time, though, the document clearly had practical value for singers,
its subdivisions by mode and differentia ensuring the smoothmarriage of
antiphons and psalm tones, to say nothing of the mnemonic value of a
book organised by degrees of melodic resemblance.60

Everything just written could also be said of the Hartker Tonary.
Indeed, as the comparison in Figure 1 shows, our manuscript might
casually be mistaken for its twin. The two sources share not only the
same basic strategies of presentation, but also the very same ruling of
twenty-seven lines and two columns to a page. We shall shortly see how
these similarities extend also to the content and disposition of the
antiphons. (Alas, the Goslar Tonary affords no opportunities to com-
pare ‘noeane’ formulae or other distinctive details at the beginning of
each modal section.) But there is also much which sets the Goslar
Tonary apart. Hartmut Hoffmann found its medium-sized script to be
characteristic of the first or second third of the tenth century, which
puts it well out of reach of Hartker’s lifetime.61 Moreover, the frag-
ment’s dimensions of 332 × 260mm (writing space 230 × 160mm)
make it some 50 per cent larger than the Hartker volume, whose page
size of 220 × 165mm is itself at the upper end for music books from
tenth- and eleventh-century Sankt Gallen.62One of the pages also has
a decorative initial of red and green ink, which, though not of
supreme quality, is certainly more opulent than the surviving leaves of
its cousin. What this means historically is hard to say at this point, but

58 Kapp, Handschriftenfragmente, p. 70 (no. 77).
59 P. Merkley, ‘Tonaries and Melodic Families of Antiphons’, Journal of the Plainsong and

Medieval Music Society, 11 (1988), pp. 13–24, at p. 13.
60 For more on this see Huglo, ‘Tonary’; the latter point is also treated at length in A. M. B.

Berger, Medieval Music and the Art of Memory (Berkeley, Calif., 2005), pp. 47–84.
61 Hoffmann, Buchkunst, i, p. 380.
62 Goslar measurements from Kapp, Handschriftenfragmente, p. 70. The idea of a standard

Sankt Gallen chant book format is commented on both by Hoffmann, Buchkunst, i, p. 370
and by Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, p. 388.
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Figure 1 A side-by-side comparison of the Goslar Tonary (fol. 1r) and Hartker Tonary (SG 391, p. 8), showing their relative sizes
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we can very easily discount the possibility that this is a missing fragment
from the Hartker Tonary. We are dealing with a previously unknown
book.

Although the Goslar pages have never been foliated, their modal
content makes it easy to infer the correct sequence of texts. The first
folio (as I shall now call it) comprises fifty-six antiphons and forty
responsories from the third mode, while the second comprises 106
antiphons from the seventh mode, as detailed in Table 1. Because the
tonary is comprehensive in its coverage of the repertory, as will soon
become clear from comparisons with the Hartker Antiphoner, we can
further hypothesise the size and nature of the original creation. The
state of the parchment reveals all, for the disposition of flesh (1r and
2v) and hair (1v and 2r) sides means that, assuming a standard quiring,
the bifolium was even-numbered. Because the text of fol. 1v is disjunct
with that of fol. 2r we can further deduce that it was the second sheet of
four. This arrangement is modelled in Figure 2. Given the relative
paucity of Romano-Frankish Office chants in the fourth, fifth and sixth
modes, a total of eight intervening pages seems exactly right for the
antiphons and responsories in between. However, with significantly
greater numbers of Office chants in the first, seventh and eighth
modes, a single gathering could never have been enough. A back-of-
envelope calculation suggests that the tonary originally spanned three
quires, of which ours was the second.

Table 1 Overview of Goslar Tonary contents

Folio Tonary letter Contents Mode

1r i 10 antiphons 3
ib 11 antiphons
ic 10 antiphons
id 2 antiphons
ig 6 antiphons
ih 10 antiphons

1v 7 antiphons
40 responsories

2r yc 46 antiphons 7
yd 7 antiphons

2v 5 antiphons
yg 48 antiphons
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In terms of the choice and disposition of differentiae, the Goslar
Tonary is also a close match for the Hartker Tonary. The earlier
source lacks the tonary letters which aid our navigation of the latter,
but a simple comparison of the differentia notations leaves little doubt
as to the relationship, as can be seen in Figure 3.63 Despite one
consequential difference between the two (the apparent reversal of
the cadences for ‘ig’ and ‘ih’), this is a stable relationship when seen
in its wider context.64 For example, the delineation of six types of
third-mode differentia in these tonaries can be compared to the seven
in the ninth-century Metz Tonary, the five in the tenth-century
Brussels tonary associated with Regino of Prüm, and the six in the
late eleventh-century tonary of Frutolf of Bamberg – to say nothing of
the actual differentia melodies and the nature of their relationship to

2r1v

mode 3 (end) mode 7 (middle)

Figure 2 A reconstruction of the codicological context of the Goslar fragment

63 For an attempt to provide pitched versions of these categories, albeit without
incorporation of the significative letters, see Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, pp. 207–10.

64 This is communicated at a glance by the comparative tables in Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben,
pp. 221–327.
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the antiphons, all of which varied greatly.65 Sparse as they are, the
notations (reproduced in Figure 3) underline the relationship, for
both tonaries show evidence of episemas (lengthenings) and clar-
ifying significative letters, detailed performance directions for which
Sankt Gallen’s early notators are justly famous.66The Hartker Tonary
additionally appears to use vertical heighting to clarify the difference

E V O V A E

Goslar Tonary, fol. 1r

Hartker Tonary, SG 391, p. 8

ib

GT, fol. 1r

HT, SG 391, p. 8

ic

GT, fol. 1r

HT, SG 391, p. 8

id

GT, fol. 1r

HT, SG 391, p. 8

ig

GT, fol. 1r

HT, SG 391, p. 263

ih

E V O V A E

E V O V A E

E V O V A E

E V O V A E

Figure 3 Third-mode differentiae in the Goslar and Hartker Tonaries

65 Totals established from consultation of: Metz, Bibliothèque municipale, MS 351; M. P.
LeRoux, The “De Harmonica Institutione” and “Tonarius” of Regino of Prüm’ (Ph.D.
diss., Catholic University of America, 1965), p. 138; and Munich, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14965b, fols. 45v–47r, as reproduced in München, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14965b: The Tonary of Frutolf of Michaelsberg [ff. 34–73v], ed. R. Maloy
(Ottawa, Ont., 2006). The latter edition, pp. 3–15, also presents a useful comparison of
Frutolf’s differentia categories with those of Bern of Reichenau.

66 Since most of these nuances were probably unnecessary in a tonary, I can only imagine
that these had become a standard element of the scribal vocabulary of tenth-century
Sankt Gallen notators.
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between the reciting note b and its upper neighbour c, which might
perhaps be considered a reflection of its later date.

Ultimately, proof of a relationship between these tonaries is to
be found in the chants themselves, which in certain modal categories
are perfectly matched. Table 2 compares the evidence for the third-
mode differentia ‘ic’.67 But for the minor textual anomaly, considered
below, the two tonaries have the same ten chant incipits for this dif-
ferentia, in the same order, including the telltale antiphon Videntibus
qui aderant for the local feast of St Gall. The Hartker Antiphoner does
not order its chants by differentia, but by liturgical feast. Nevertheless, if
we search its original layer for antiphons marked ‘ic’ we can also find

Table 2 Goslar and Hartker Tonary chants with third-mode differentia ‘ic’

CAO Goslar Tonary Hartker
Tonary

Order of appearance
among ‘ic’ chants in
Hartker Antiphoner

Liturgical assignment

1233 Accipiens
Symeon
puerum

Accipiens
Symeon
puerum

1 Purification

4609 Reliquit eum
temptator

Reliquit eum
temptator

2 Lent 1

4428 Quaerentes
eum

Quaerentes
eum tenere

3 Lent 2 (Friday)

2395 Domine vim
patior

Domine vim
patior

4 Holy Week
(Tuesday)

3688 Mandatum
novum

Mandatum
novum

5 Maundy Thursday

1675 Beatus vir qui
timet

Beatus vir
qui inventus

6 Common of a martyr
in Eastertide

2639 Elisabeth
Zachariae
magnum

Elisabeth
Zachariae

7 John the Baptist

3028 Herodes enim
tenuit

Herodes
enim tenuit

8 Beheading of John
the Baptist

5393 Videntibus
qui aderant

Videntibus
qui aderant

9 St Gall

2868 Fidelis servus
et prudens

Fidelis servus
et prudens

10 Common of a
confessor

67 In this and all subsequent tables, chants are transcribed as they are found in a given
source, but with orthography standardised and capitalised proper names.
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the same ten chants, assigned to feasts which were copied in the same
order. For reasons already explained, these are all potent signs of
institutional proximity, and it is on this basis that we can speak of both
tonaries as ‘complete’ records of the repertory. It should also be
mentioned that the liturgical ordering shared by these sources is far
from conventional. The idiosyncratic mixing of feasts from the Tem-
porale, Sanctorale and Common which is sometimes seen as char-
acteristically Hartkerian ought, on this evidence, to be considered a
feature of Sankt Gallen practice at large.

The one blemish among the concordances of Table 2 is the Goslar
chant Beatus vir qui timet, which is very easily explained as a mistake.
The only Sankt Gallen chant of that name is categorised in later
sources as ‘yg’ (seventh mode) and assigned to Sundays per annum,
which would be out of place here on both melodic and liturgical
grounds. But if we go looking for Sankt Gallen chants categorised as
‘ic’ which occur liturgically between Mandatum novum (Maundy
Thursday) and Elisabeth Zachariae (John the Baptist), the only option is
Beatus vir qui inuentus. On that reading both the Hartker Tonary and
Antiphoner agree. In other words, the Goslar scribe made an honest
mistake, confusing one among many Psalmic instances of ‘Beatus vir’.
He would do so again, as we will see, and it is clear from a number of
similar mistakes that neither he nor the Hartker Tonary scribe was
immune from this kind of confusion.68Nonetheless, the very fact that
we can arrive at an explanation is itself reassuring of the underlying
relationship.

The nature of this relationship can be narrowed down even further,
because in places where the Hartker sections differ and can be mea-
sured against our fragment, the two tonaries form a united front
against the antiphoner. (The antiphoner’s identity now comes into
much greater focus as a result, and this will be explored in detail
below.) The tonaries are not identical, but their disagreement is
effectively minimal: within the series of fifty or so chants and six third-
mode differentia categories which can be deemed ‘concordant’
between the two, the Goslar Tonary has two antiphons to itself, the
Hartker Tonary has three antiphons to itself, and the Goslar Tonary

68 A major instance of miscopying in the Hartker Tonary is discussed in Omlin,
Tonarbuchstaben, pp. 91–3. Other Hartker Tonary mistakes are of the same type, and
include: Erat enim aspectus (‘wh’, Easter), copied in place of Erat enim in sermone (‘wh’, SS
Fabian and Sebastian); Deus meus eripe me (‘eb’, Maundy Thursday), accidentally copied
after Deus meus es tu (‘wh’, Quinquagesima); and Quando nata est ineffabiliter (‘ih’, Nativity
of BVM), a confusion of Quando natus est ineffabiliter and Quando nata est uirgo.
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has two ‘Beatus vir’ texts out of place.69 Within that same sample the
Hartker Antiphoner has nine extra antiphons not found in either
tonary. Conversely, the agreement between the tonaries is strong. For
instance, whereas the Hartker Antiphoner places the ferial (per
annum) antiphons after Epiphany, both tonaries concur in placing
them at the end of each melodic category, after the post-Pentecost
antiphons.70Modal classifications tell a similar story. The most striking
example is the differentia later known as ‘ig’, for which the two tonaries
list six antiphons – as is visible from Table 3 – but which in the Hartker
Antiphoner appears to have disappeared altogether. (This fits into a
documented long-term trend of differentia categories being thinned
down.71) Meanwhile, as Table 4 shows, those chants which in the
Hartker Antiphoner are either ‘ih’ or have been corrected to ‘ik’ are
undifferentiated in the tonaries. Collectively, these examples serve to
corroborate the hypothesis about the Hartker Tonary’s probable
precedence over the Antiphoner. They also help to underline the vital
fact, easily forgotten whenever tonary scholarship turns into textual

Table 3 Goslar and Hartker Tonary chants with third-mode differentia ‘ig’

CAO Goslar Tonary Hartker Tonary Tonary letter in
Hartker Antiphoner

3686 Malos male perdet Malos male perdet w
2597 Ego sum pastor bonus Ego sum pastor bonus i
3946 Nonne deo Nonne deo subiecta ig, corr. i
4139 Omnia quaecumque Omnia quaecumque voluit ig, corr. i
4567 Quoniam in aeternum Quoniam in aeternum ig, corr. i
2367 Domine probasti me et Domine probasti me et ig, corr. i

69 These ‘unique’ chants are, respectively: Liberati serviamus (CAO 3622) andOmnes enim vos
(CAO 4142) in the Goslar Tonary; and Tollite 〈principes〉 portas (CAO 5159), Hic est
discipulus meus (CAO 3052) and Post decem vero annos (CAO 4325) in the Hartker Tonary.
All five concord with the Hartker Antiphoner.

70 Omlin thought this was an error, but the Goslar Tonary now proves that it was a
consistent and apparently long-term Sankt Gallen strategy. See n. 48 above.

71 See The Tonary of Frutolf, ed. Maloy, p. 9. This is particularly pertinent for third-mode
chants, given the burgeoning East Frankish preference for recitation on c, which
removed many of the subtleties of ending afforded by recitation on b. For evidence see
the comparative tables of (reconstructed) third-mode differentiae in Omlin, Tonarbuch-
staben, pp. 207–10. Also note the conflicting assignments of Malos male perdet, which fits
into a longer history of modal uncertainty for this chant (CAO 3686) and its close twin
(CAO 3687). On this see Falconer, ‘The Modes before the Modes’, p. 135.
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criticism, that musical understandings do not stand still for long. Dif-
ferent cantors could of course construe the repertory in different ways.

Table 4 is also important for its ability to date the Goslar fragment.
The key is Post decem vero annos, a tenth-century composition for the
feast of St Otmar which is absent from the Goslar Tonary but is present
in the Hartker Tonary. Just as with the St Gregory office considered
above, the implication is that the Goslar Tonary antedates the com-
position. But to make any such argument we need to tread with the
utmost care, not only because of the various tonary lacunas, but also
because the St Otmar office has its own complex compositional his-
tory. According to Berschin, Ochsenbein and Müller, the office went

Table 4 Goslar and Hartker Tonary chants with third-mode differentia ‘ih’

CAO Goslar Tonary Hartker Tonary Tonary letter
in Hartker
Antiphoner

4530 Quid retribuam domino pro Quid retribuam domino a
2999 Haec est generatio quaeren-

〈tium〉
Haec est generatio ih, corr. ik

4441 Quando natus est ineffabi-
〈liter〉

Quando natus est ih, corr. ik

4464 Qui de terra est de terra Qui de terra est ih, corr. ik
3001 Haec est quae nescivit Haec est quae nescivit ih
2442 Dum complerentur dies Dum complerentur dies ?, corr. ik
4440 Quando nata est Quando nata est ineffabilitera ih
4372 Pretiosa sunt Pretiosa sunt ih
4325 Post decem vero annos ih
1747 Caecilia famula tua

domine
Caecilia famula tua domine ih

4911 Si quis per me intraverit Si quis per me intraverit ih
1674 Beatus vir qui in lege domini Beatus vir qui in lege domini ih
n/a Beatus vir qui in sapientia
5021 Statuit illi testamentum Statuit illi testamentum ih
5407 Vidi speciosam sicut Vidi speciosam sicut ih
1980 Cum audisset Iob Cum audisset Iob nuntiorum a
4549 Quis ex vobis homo qui Quis ex vobis homo ih
1232 Accipiens dominus septem Accipiens dominus septem

panes
ih

a This is undoubtedly a mistake, as explained in n. 68.
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through two iterations prior to the Hartker Antiphoner: Office I,
which they date to before 920; and Office II, an expansion and
reworking of Office I which they attribute to Notker II (d. 975) via an
ambiguous attribution from Ekkehart IV.72Within these two layers we
can distinguish three groups of chants: (a) that found only found in
Office I; (b) those from Office I which were later incorporated into
Office II; and (c) those only found in Office II. When we compare all
the Sankt Gallen witnesses to this office, as laid out Table 5, we can see
that the Goslar Tonary has no chant from any of these categories. The
Hartker Tonary, meanwhile, has the strange half-transmission of
Office II to which I alluded above, as if this were new addition to the
Sankt Gallen repertory. If that deduction holds, then it also follows
that there would be no such traces in the Goslar Tonary.

But does this nowmean that the Goslar fragment must be dated to a
time before 920? Not necessarily. Although Walter Berschin seems
never to have strayed from his belief that the earliest manuscript of the
St Otmar office (Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, Cod. Guelf.
17.5 Aug. 4o) was copied during the time of Bishop Salomo III (890–
920), perhaps even as early as 900, that dating has always raised more
questions than it answers.73 For starters, Berschin never reconciled his
own palaeographical instincts with those of Hartmut Hoffmann, who
placed the manuscript a full half-century later.74Then there is the fact
that the original St Otmar office was composed with its antiphons in
modal order. As Harmut Möller observed, this would be an ‘explosive
discovery for musicology’ if the dating held up, for it challenges the
orthodoxy that modal ordering techniques originated to the west with
Stephen of Liège (d. 920).75 Calendar evidence also casts doubt on
such an early date, because although the accompanying Vita Otmari
was a product of the ninth century, liturgical veneration of this saint
at Sankt Gallen is not documented until later: Otmar first appears
in the martyrology in Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS Car. C 176
(dated by its contents to 926 × 50), as well as in the two early Sankt
Gallen tropers SG 484 and 381 (dated palaeographically to the same

72 See Berschin et al., ‘Das Otmaroffizien’, as in n. 28 above.
73 This dating is based on decoration patterns, as explained in Berschin et al., ‘Das älteste

Gallusoffizium’, p. 11.
74 Hoffmann, Buchkunst, vol. 1, p. 397. Berschin actually cites Hoffmann in Berschin et al.,

‘Das älteste Gallusoffizium’, p. 12, but not for this information. The discrepancy, also
commented upon in Möller, ‘Office Compositions’, p. 256, n. 2, is thus all the more
pointed.

75 Möller, ‘Office Compositions’, p. 255.
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Table 5 The antiphons of St Otmar as found (and not found) in tenth-century Sankt
Gallen sources

Chants are separated into compositional layers and organised by tonary letter, with lacunae
shaded.

Chant Tonary
letter

Wolf. 17.5
Aug. 4o

(920?)

Hartker Ant.
(990s)

Goslar
Tonary

Hartker
Tonary

(a) Chant only in Office I
In vinculis non
dereliquit

[w] ×

(b) Chants of Office I incorporated into Office II
Beatus Otmarus abba a × ×
Sepultus ergo decem e × × ×
Post decem vero annos ih × × ×
Cumque navi sanctum oc × ×
Fratribus autem u × ×
Beati ergo corpus H × × ×
Mendaces ostendit yb × ×
(c) Chants only in Office II
Sanctus ergo pater a × ×
Erat namque Otmarus a ×
Igitur Otmarus abba ab ×
O antiquis miraculis ab ×
Quidam vero
adolescens

ab × ×

Hic in aetate iuvenili e ×
Qui per gradus ih ×
Vir dei in palatio og ×
Descendit dominus
cum

og ×

Sanctus dei cultor ub ×
Quanto in caelis u ×
Unde vir quidam H × ×
Ille vir sanctum dei y ×
Surdus quidam et yb ×
Sancte deo dilecte yc ×
Rex uero benivolus w × ×
Beatus Otmarus athleta w × ×
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period).76 Finally, there is the question of authorship. Ekkehart IV’s
report that Notker II (d. 975) composed ‘delicate antiphons for
Otmar’ has previously seemed impossible for Office I, yet nor does it
fully square with the recycled quality of Office II.77 However, were we
to countenance a date closer to 950, we could bring Notker II back
into the fold as composer of the original. Indeed, with Möller already
having highlighted literary commonalities betweenOffice I andOffice
II, it would be considerably easier to consider these as successive
iterations of a single composer’s work.78All of this plays into my hands,
I will gladly admit, but it also makes good sense of Hoffmann’s original
conclusions. It was, after all, the palaeographer who placed the Wol-
fenbüttel manuscript in the second half of the tenth century who
placed the Goslar fragment in the first.

H A R T K E R ’ S CURA T I ON O F THE O F F I C E

All of this wrangling has been for a greater cause, for if we can place
the Goslar Tonary at Sankt Gallen in the first or second quarter of the
tenth century, a number of historical implications follow. It is inter-
esting to think about the fragment from a synchronic perspective, as a
counterpart to the many innovative musical volumes from this fertile
period at Sankt Gallen – among them the gradual portion of SG 342,
the troper-sequentiaries SG 484 and 381, and the proto-processional
in SG 18.79 But the more important finding is arguably diachronic,
since the Goslar Tonary testifies to a basic lack of change in the local
Office chant repertory between the earlier tenth century and the
making of the Hartker Antiphoner in the 990s. This is not so far from
what Omlin deduced back in 1934, when he reasoned that the Hartker
Tonary represented an older textual model overlaid with recent out-
of-place additions.80But the finding takes on new meaning in the light

76 Munding, Kalendarien, ii, p. 19, with a description of the martyrology in i, p. 9. For
authoritative datings of the tropers see Arlt and Rankin, Stiftsbibliothek Sankt Gallen Codices
484 & 381.

77 Ekkehart IV, St. Galler Klostergeschichten, trans. Häfele, ch. 123, p. 238: ‘Fecit enim Otmaro
decoras illas antiphonas.’ Berschin et al., ‘Das Otmaroffizien’, pp. 30–1.

78 In both Berschin et al., ‘Das Otmaroffizien’, pp. 49–52 andMöller, ‘Office Compositions’,
pp. 250–2, Möller reflects on the fact that the four canticle antiphons (two in Office I and
two in Office II) are all based on the same portion of the book of Wisdom, and are thus
difficult to disentangle.

79 These books are collectively the subject of Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’; for more on
this ‘golden’ period see Rankin, ‘Ut a patribus audiuimus’.

80 Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, p. 70.
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of Rankin’s work on the wider Sankt Gallen situation, above all the
gradual in SG 342, which was copied in the early tenth century and
then corrected and updated at the turn of the millennium. In Rankin’s
assessment, that book ‘illustrates a process of liturgical change, the
development from a received Roman-Frankish liturgy to a St. Gallen
“house version” during the tenth century’.81 The two closely-allied ton-
aries thus encourage us to view the Hartker Antiphoner from that same
perspective. In what follows, we shall examine the book’s possible
accomplishments under three separate categories.

1. Reorganisation of Feasts
We have already seen how, mode for mode, the Hartker Antiphoner
augmented the repertory contained in the Goslar and Hartker Ton-
aries. But comparison with the tonaries reveals that a handful of chants
were also omitted. This might not be worthy of comment, were it not
for the remarkably consistent categories into which the jettisonned
chants fall. Among the patterns visible in Table 6, three chants were
lost from the final week in Advent and no fewer than eleven from
Thursdays in Lent.82Two points are worth bearing inmind. First, these
numbers were undoubtedly higher, but our tonaries grant us access to
little more than half of the Sankt Gallen Office repertory at large.
Second, the agreement between the tonaries marks them out all the
more as cut from the same cloth, thus pushing the responsibility for
this apparent reform squarely at the feet of the Hartker Antiphoner.
So what might have motivated such changes?

Although each of the chants in Table 6 merits closer scrutiny, there
are two categories of immediate value to our investigations here: the
Lenten Thursdays and the liturgy of Septuagesima Sunday. The Len-
ten Thursdays are easiest to deal with, because the Hartker Anti-
phoner actually confirms what the table suggests: for the period from
Ash Wednesday through to the fifth Sunday of Lent, chants were
copied for every weekday except Thursdays. There was certainly noth-
ing the matter with Lenten Thursday chants per se, because most of
compositions ordinarily assigned to those days were also used for the

81 Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’, p. 381.
82 This list draws upon and corrects that provided in Omlin, Tonarbuchstaben, p. 100. I omit

the chants Fratres confortamini (‘e’, CAO 2896) and Fratres glorificate (‘wg’, CAO 2899), both
in the Hartker Tonary, whose corresponding liturgical occasion (the 27th Sunday after
Pentecost Octave, according to SG 388) is likely to have been lost or overwritten in the
Hartker Antiphoner.
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Table 6 Chants of the Goslar and Hartker Tonaries which are either omitted or differently assigned in the Hartker Antiphoner

CAO Chant Tonary
letter

Goslar
Tonary

Hartker
Tonary

Liturgical assignment
inferred from tonary

Hartker Antiphoner
assignment

7351 Paratus esto Israel [Resp.] × Advent 4 (weekdays) —

n/a Vigilate omnes [Resp.] × Advent 4 (weekdays) —

2498 Ecce completa sunt wh × Advent 4 (weekdays) Epiphany Octave
6075 Alleluia mane apud nos hodie [Resp.] × Septuagesima —

6506 Domine puer meus [Resp.] × Thursday after AshWednesday —

4046 O mulier magna est o × Lent 1 (Thursday) Lent 2
5302 Vade mulier semel o × Lent 1 (Thursday) Lent 4 (Friday)
2258 Dives ille yd × Lent 2 (Thursday) Pentecost Octave 1
2873 Fili recordare quia w × Lent 2 (Thursday) Pentecost Octave 1
2840 Factum est autem ut moreretur a × Lent 2 (Thursday) Pentecost Octave 1
4666 Rogo ergo to pater ab × Lent 2 (Thursday) Pentecost Octave 1
2034 Cum sol autem occidisset a × Lent 3 (Thursday) —

4129 Omnes qui habebant a × Lent 3 (Thursday) —

2786 Exi〈ebant autem〉 yh × Lent 3 (Thursday) —

1216 Accepit autem omnes a × Lent 4 (Thursday) Pentecost Octave 16
4014 O crux admirabilis ag × Invention of Holy Cross —

1831 Clementissime exaudi e × Common of Confessors —
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Sundays after Pentecost, as they are in the Hartker Antiphoner.83Nor
is there any reason to believe that the Thursday liturgy was itself
abandoned. The Office would of course continue in its cycle with or
without special chants, and we know from contemporary graduals that
the Mass propers for these days also persisted. Only one option
remains: this was a matter of liturgical coordination.

Thursdays in Lent are something of a cause célèbre in chant scholar-
ship, thanks to their relatively late addition to the Roman stational
calendar. The instigation of these Masses in the 720s famously neces-
sitated the borrowing of existing proper chants from other feasts, a
fact which has yielded vital clues for scholars about the formation of
the Roman Mass proper.84 But that story is a red herring here, for the
solution to our problem lies not with the Mass chants, but with the
Gospel lectionary on which these Office chants were based.85 Back
when the new Thursday Masses were inaugurated in the eighth cen-
tury, the proper chants were of course not the only texts which needed
to be established. New Gospels were also chosen, but for reasons
unknown at least three competing sets emerged.86 Two concern us
here: a series of readings from Matthew and Luke, and a series from
John. Both can be connected to capitulary traditions of themiddle of the
eighth century, the former series in books ofΛ- and Σ-type, according to
Klauser’s designation, and the latter in those of the Δ-type.87 Although
the precise distribution of these lectionaries in the Frankish lands is not
fully understood, two facts are not in doubt. First, the core Romano-
Frankish repertory of Gospel antiphons for Lenten Thursdays was based
almost entirely upon the Matthew–Luke series.88 Second, the Sankt

83 Note that we would not expect both liturgical assignments (Lent and post-Pentecost) to be
evident in the tonaries, since customarily only the first instance of a given chant was
recorded.

84 See, among many accounts, J. McKinnon, The Advent Project: The Later Seventh-Century
Creation of the Roman Mass Proper (Berkeley, Calif., 2000), pp. 133–7.

85 This answer was also arrived at by Lipphardt, but with a different (and I believe incorrect)
reading of the evidence. See Lipphardt, Der Karolingische Tonar, p. 145 and n. 89 below.

86 Listed in W. H. Frere, Studies in Early Roman Liturgy II: The Roman Gospel-Lectionary, Alcuin
Club Collections, 30 (London, 1934), p. 65.

87 Klauser dates these families to 740, 755 and 750 respectively. See T. Klauser, Das Römische
Capitulare Evangeliorum: Texte und Untersuchungen zu seiner ältesten Geschichte, 2nd edn,
Liturgiewissenschaftliche Quellen und Forschungen, 28 (Münster, 1972), pp. 47, 93 and
131.

88 By ‘almost entirely’ I mean that there is little or no evidence of competing lectionaries
lying behind the earliest (Carolingian) sources. For an excellent overview of chant books
which do show such evidence, including a small survey of post-Carolingian chants based
on the Johannine lections, see D. Eben, ‘Die Evangeliumsantiphonen der Donnerstage
in der Fastenzeit’, in R. Klugseder (ed.), Cantus Planus Study Group of the International
Musicological Society: Papers Read at the 16th Meeting, Vienna, Austria, 2011 (Vienna, 2012),
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Table 7 Gospel chants in the Hartker Antiphoner compared with Gospel lectionaries for the second week in Lent
Italicised chants are found in Sankt Gallen tonaries, but were omitted in the Hartker Antiphoner.

Liturgical
occasion

Hartker Antiphoner
Gospel chants

Scripture associated
with chants

Sankt Gallen Gospel
lections (Δ)

‘Standard’ lections
(Λ, Σ)

Lent 2 Domine dimitte eam
Dixit dominus mulieri
O mulier magna

Matt. 15:23–8 Matt. 15:21–8 Matt. 15:21–8

Lent 2 (Monday) Ego principium
Qui me misit

John 8:25–9 John 8:21–9 John 8:21–9

Lent 2 (Tuesday) Unus est enim
Qui maior est

Matt. 23:8–12 Matt. 23:1–12 Matt. 23:1–12

Lent 2 (Wednesday) Ecce ascendimus
Sedere autem
Tradetur enim

Matt. 20:18–23
Luke 18:32

Matt. 20:17–28 Matt. 20:17–28

Lent 2 (Thursday) Dives ille
Fili recordare
Factum est autem
Rogo ergo

Luke 16:19–28 John 5:30–47 Luke 16:19–31

Lent 2 (Friday) Malos male . . . suis
Malos male . . . agricolis
Quaerentes eum

Matt. 21:41–6 Matt. 21:33–46 Matt. 21:33–46

Lent 2 (Saturday) Vado ad patrem
Dixit autem pater
Fili tu semper mecum

Luke 15:18–31 Luke 15:11–31 Luke 15:11–31

Lent 3 Si in digito
Dum fortis armatus
Extollens quaedam
Qui non colligit

Luke 11:20–8 Luke 11:14–28 Luke 11:14–28
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Gallen lectionary tradition drew exclusively from the Johannine series.89

Given this blatant liturgical impasse – illustrated in Table 7 as it applies to
the second week of Lent – the problem was always going to come to the
fore at some point.90What is interesting, fromour perspective, is that this
should have happened in the 990s in connection with the Hartker
Antiphoner. There is no space here to elaborate on the underlying
intellectual or political contexts, but we can very quickly make a point
about the relative status of liturgical authorities: it was the Gospel lec-
tionary, not the authorised antiphoner, which proved decisive in this
particular instance of musical change.

That observation brings us to a second instance of abandonment in
the Hartker Antiphoner, the responsory Alleluia mane apud nos for
Septuagesima Sunday. Although this particular omission was not known to
him, Froger knew instinctively that there was something not quite right
about Septuagesima as we find it in the antiphoner.91 The page in ques-
tion (SG 391, p. 134) has a distinct and uncharacteristic change of scribal
hand, which coincides with a squashed rubric and an abbreviated reper-
tory of chants. There is no proper material here for Matins, but instead a
cursory direction to sing the responsory Si oblitus ‘cum reliqua’, which in
translation means that the music is to be borrowed from the fifth Sunday
after Easter. This is not what we would expect for this threshold-crossing
Sunday of theTemporal cycle, whichmarked the endof Epiphany and the
beginning of the pre-Lent season.With good reason, Froger thought there
had been a problem with an exemplar. What the Goslar Tonary indicates,
however, is that the solutionmay lie in precisely what had not been copied.

The Hartker Antiphoner is unique among the earliest surviving
Office antiphoners in that it does not transmit a special set of Sep-
tuagesima chants for the so-called Farewell to the Alleluia, a ceremony
which marked the departure of the Alleluia for the penitential season

pp. 127–34. The variable practices were also surveyed in R. Steiner, ‘Lenten Antiphons in
evangelio’, in T. Bailey and L. Dobszay (eds.), Studies in Medieval Chant and Liturgy in
Honour of David Hiley (Ottawa, Ont., 2007), pp. 385–412.

89 I have been able to confirm this from my own study of the following representative
manuscripts: SG 53 (‘Evangelium longum’, s. ixex); Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS C 60
(s. xin); Mulhouse, Bibliothèque municipale, AW 1 (s. xmed); SG 343 (s. xi). Lipphardt
(Der Karolingische Tonar, p. 145) postulated that the Sankt Gallen monks organised their
Office chants according to a old Roman lectionary which pre-dated the ThursdayMasses,
but that thesis cannot be sustained in the light of these books.

90 On later Cluniac interest in the matter see Eben, ‘Die Evangeliumsantiphonen’, pp. 129–
30; Cluniac and Cistercian evidence are also brought together in passing in C. Waddell,
‘The Origin and Early Evolution of the Cistercian Antiphonary: Reflections on Two
Cistercian Chant Reforms’, in M. B. Pennington (ed.), The Cistercian Spirit: A Symposium,
Cistercian Studies Series, 3 (Spencer, Mass., 1970), pp. 190–223, at pp. 213–14.

91 Antiphonaire, ed. Froger, p. 38*.
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of Lent.92 At some point in its long and distinguished history, this
occasion acquired an irreverent historia full of humerous mis-
appropriations of Scripture.93 The responsory Alleluia mane apud nos
(‘Alleluia, stay with us’) is a classic example, based on a passage of very
different intent in Judges 19:9. Concordances in OldHispanic sources,
as well as a lack of concordance with Old Roman ones, suggests that
the Alleluia office was a Spanish creation which entered Romano-
Frankish practice via Gaul.94 We cannot know if these imports
replaced an older Roman set of chants for Septuagesima, but we do
know that the office was in conflict with the Office lectionary, which
directed the book of Genesis to be begun at Septuagesima Matins.95

There survives a Romano-Frankish repertory of Genesis responsories,
and logic dictates that these were composed to be sung in dialogue
with the readings, as is standard practice for the rest of the church
year. But in our earliest Frankish antiphoners the Genesis chants are
routinely delayed until the following week.96 Given that the Hartker
Antiphoner still has the displaced Genesis responsories, it has always
seemed likely that Sankt Gallen had once known the Alleluia office at
Septuagesima, only then to abandon it. The combination of the Goslar
Tonary’s testimony and a suspicious Seputagesima lacuna in the
Hartker Antiphoner now more or less proves that they had.

92 There is a useful survey in T. F. Kelly, ‘Old-Roman Chant and the Responsories of Noah:
New Evidence from Sutri’, Early Music History, 26 (2007), pp. 91–120, at p. 106, but the
claim that Mont-Renaud lacks the Alleluia Office is incorrect.

93 For insights into the early history of the Farewell see Les Ordines Romani du haut moyen âge, ed.
M. Andrieu, 5 vols., Spicilegium sacrum Lovaniense, 11, 23, 24, 28 and 29 (Leuven, 1931), ii,
p. 462; P. Jeffery, ‘Eastern andWestern Elements in the Irish Monastic Prayer of the Hours’,
in Fassler and Baltzer (eds.), The Divine Office in the Latin Middle Ages, pp. 99–143, at pp. 131
and 141 (n. 88).

94 A. W. S. Porter, ‘Studies in the Mozarabic Office’, Journal of Theological Studies, 35 (1934),
pp. 266–86; M. Robert, ‘Les adieux à l’alleluia’, Études Grégoriennes, 7 (1967), pp. 41–51.
Against this, however, with the suggestion that the Alleluia office was sung in Rome, see
Kelly, ‘Old-Roman Chant’, at pp. 103–4. Note that none of this excludes the possibility
that the Roman liturgy had a Farewell ceremony, as distinct from the irreverent proper
office.

95 On the RomanOffice lectionary traditions see P. Jeffery, ‘The Roman Liturgical Year and
the Early Liturgy of St. Peter’s’, in R. McKitterick, J. Osborne, C. M. Richardson and
J. Story (eds.), Old Saint Peter’s, Rome, British School at Rome Studies (Cambridge, 2013),
pp. 157–76. I refer to the lectionary prescriptions of Ordo Romanus 13, as edited in Les
Ordines Romani, ed. Andrieu, ii, pp. 481, 499, 513 and 521. An older Roman lectionary
tradition, Ordo Romanus 14, aligns the reading of Genesis with Sexagesima, and that
might be relevant to the story at hand were it not for the fact that it is Ordo 13, not Ordo
14, which lies behind the rest of the Romano-Frankish Office repertory. Ordo 13 was also
amply represented at Sankt Gallen in this period, being found in SG 140, 446 and 614.

96 For a quick overview see the diagram in Kelly, ‘Old-Roman Chant’, p. 106; for more detail
see L. Dobszay, ‘Historia de Noe’, in F. Bernabei and A. Lovato (eds.), Sine musica nulla
disciplina: Studi in onore di Giulio Cattin (Padua, 2006), pp. 137–62.
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So why abandon the Alleluia office at Sankt Gallen? It was certainly
not because of the underlying concept of a Farewell. This demon-
strably continued, not only through the suggested substitution of Pas-
chal office Si oblitus fuero, which is full of chants which playfully sing the
praises of the Alleluia, but also in other genres known at Sankt Gallen,
for instance the delightful hymn Alleluia dulce carmen (‘Alleluia, song of
gladness’).97 Rather, the abandonment of a chant like Alleluia mane
apud nos must be explained by a change of attitude. If the example of
the Lenten Thursdays is anything to go by, the problem was once again
the scriptural dissonance created by the chants. Indeed, towards the end
of his life Bern of Reichenau (d. 1048) penned a lengthy liturgical com-
mentary in which he criticised two related tendencies in the Septuage-
sima liturgy: the rejection of the Alleluia office as scripturally appropriate
and the use of the Si oblitus fuero office in its place.98 Since no other
institution is known to have sung Si oblitus fuero in this way, and since there
is no example of this practice at Sankt Gallen prior to the Hartker Anti-
phoner, it is difficult to interpret Bern’s words as anything other than a
critique of his neighbours’ recent reform.

Thus the reorganisation of both the Lenten Thursdays and Septua-
gesima Sunday reveal something quite unexpected about chant practices
in late tenth-century Sankt Gallen. Elements of the repertory were being
consciously reworked. The evidence considered above could be con-
strued in terms of project to re-Romanise the liturgy in the image of Pope
Gregory, bringing authoritative liturgical texts back into an imagined
former state of alignment. But the reality was surely closer to the opposite.
By the very act of engaging with the content of their chant repertory, that
which Ekkehart IV would later attribute to Rome, the scribes were forcing
received practices into line with contemporary needs and opinions, pre-
cisely as Rankin hypothesised in relation to the gradual SG 342. In that
sense they were actually making their music less ‘Roman’ than ever.

2. Benedictinisation, or not
A similar dynamic must have been in play whenever it was that the Sankt
Gallen monks first decided to ‘Benedictinise’ their Office liturgy. In
simple terms, this process entailed expanding the festal form of Matins

97 SG 413, p. 513.
98 Bern of Reichenau, De varia psalmorum atque cantuum modulatione, PL 142, cols. 1131–54,

at cols. 1150–1. H. Parkes, ‘Wild Strawberries from Reichenau: Ruminations on Authority
and Difference in Eleventh-Century “Gregorian” Chant’, Journal of the American
Musicological Society, 70 (2017), pp. 1–60, at pp. 17, 22 and 36.
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from a secular cursus (with nine Psalms, nine antiphons, nine lessons and
nine responsories) as inherited from Roman practice, to a more prop-
erly monastic one (with twelve of each) as prescribed in the Benedictine
Rule.99The impulse for this reform came from the Council of Aachen in
816, but its adoption in European monasteries was in fact both slow and
uneven, even in those places which were outwardly disciplined followers
of the Rule.100Sankt Gallen is a prime case in point. In his brief exposé of
liturgical books for the Office from the generation after the Hartker
Antiphoner, Pierre-Marie Gy demonstrated the variable, even experi-
mental, state of these books, as late as two centuries after the Aachen
decree.101 And the point has often been made that the Hartker Anti-
phoner itself looks like a liturgical reform in progress. As Hesbert
showed systematically a few years after Gy, the book is a strange hybrid,
with Benedictine groupings of antiphons freely coexisting beside Roman
groupings of responsories, alongside a multitude of chants which
strictly correspond to neither category.102 An instinctive reading of this
situation is that Hartker and his fellow scribes were midway through an
attempt to bring the Office liturgy into line with Benedictine practice.
But instinct is no longer required: the two Sankt Gallen tonaries now
give us both the incentive and the means to test that thesis once and
for all.

The basic case in favour of Benedictinisation in the Hartker Anti-
phoner runs as follows. Rather than being clumped together, the book’s
seventy or so ‘added’ chants (i.e., those which should concord with the
earlier Sankt Gallen tonaries but do not) are spread consistently and
evenly across all the Church Year, with no one occasion unduly
favoured.103 Although we only have a partial set of data, the addition of

99 For the precise details see J. D. Billett,The Divine Office in Anglo-Saxon England, 597–c.1000,
Henry Bradshaw Society Subsidia, 7 (London, 2014), pp. 20–3.

100 The most recent account of this process is Billett, Divine Office, esp. pp. 64–6.
101 Gy, ‘Les premiers bréviaires’.
102 CAO, ed. Hesbert, ii, pp. vi–ix. Although Hesbert was clearly vexed that the Hartker

Antiphoner did not conform to a known category, this situation is not as unusual as it
seems. For further examples of incomplete or partial Benedictinisation see Billett, Divine
Office, pp. 72–3.

103 I have arrived at the figure of seventy from detailed personal study of the Goslar Tonary,
from Omlin’s analysis of the Hartker Tonary and from my own emendations thereto.
This total would be much larger, were it not for a complicated list of exclusions: the
proper offices for St Otmar, St Afra, St Gregory and the Trinity (already identified as
tenth-century additions), the latter portion of post-Pentecost Gospel antiphons (which
survive only in a thirteenth-century hand), ‘H’ and ‘Hb’ chants (which Omlin suspected
of having been abbreviated in the Hartker Tonary), and certain chants which are
categorised as ‘yc’ in the Hartker Antiphoner (which might be expected to concord with
the ‘yc’ section in the Goslar Tonary, but which theHartker Tonary tells us were probably
reclassified en masse from ‘yg’).
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one or two antiphons per liturgical occasion is at least statistically plau-
sible for the kind of expansion which the Benedictine Rule required. (A
monastic Matins has four extra antiphons, but a monastic Vespers has
one less.) Thus when we find two antiphons apparently added to Matins
on the feast of All Saints, Beati quos elegisti (CAO 1594) and Benedicite
domino (CAO 1699), both assigned to the third and final nocturn, it
seems reasonable to assume that there was also a third addition, now
hidden by a lacuna, which brought the total number of antiphons from
the Roman nine to the Benedictine twelve. The responsory repertory
can also be rationalised in this way. For the feast of the Holy Innocents
there are two third-mode responsories in the Hartker Antiphoner which
are not present in the Goslar Tonary, Effuderunt sanguinem (CAO 6624)
and Coronauit eos (CAO 6342), whose presence in the antiphoner leaves
us with the strangely anomalous total of eleven Matins Responsories.
Without them, however, we have the standard Roman nine. Similarly,
Diligebat autem (CAO 6454) for John the Evangelist brings the Hartker
total to ten, as doesAudistis enim (CAO 6147) for St Paul. The implication
is that we are seeing these feasts en route to the requisite twelve
responsories prescribed in the Benedictine Rule.

Unfortunately, these kinds of argument do not hold up to scru-
tiny. Most of the hypothetically ‘added’ chants turn out to be core
members of the Romano-Frankish repertory, whose late addition to
the repertory at Sankt Gallen would be a matter of genuine surprise.104

To put it differently, the absence of these chants from the Sankt Gallen
tonaries can be explained more convincingly in other ways, for instance
by the alteration of a modal assignment or by an anomaly of liturgical
ordering. The case for Benedictinisation unravels further when we learn
that the service of Matins, which would be the expected site of monastic
augmentation, is not at all the focus of the seventy chants supposedly
‘added’ to the Hartker Antiphoner. Nor do these chants cluster around
the most fully Benedictine of the antiphoner’s major offices, above all
Christmas, Epiphany, and Assumption. (All Saints is the one exception.)
Rather, it is the Lauds and Vespers antiphons which predominate
among ‘additions’, along with alternate or unassigned chants which were
presumably for use during the other, lesser Office hours. This is not

104 This argument is potentially circular, since sources like the Hartker Antiphoner helped
Hesbert to construct a sense of ‘core’ repertory. (This historiography is disentangled in
Möller, ‘Research’.) Nonetheless, little doubt remains if we look at the documented
spread of these chants, using resources like CANTUS and K. Ottosen, L’antiphonaire Latin
au moyen-âge: Réorganisation des séries de répons de l’Avent classés par R.-J. Hesbert (Rome,
1986).
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plausibly the consequence of adapting the Office liturgy to the Bene-
dictine cursus, and it suggests that other forces were at work.

Indeed, I would go so far as to say that the tonaries yield positive
evidence against the active Benedictine adaptation of the Office
liturgy in later tenth-century Sankt Gallen. But that does not mean
that the monastic cursus was unknown. For starters, the tonaries
communicate most if not all of the chants which in the Hartker
Antiphoner are assigned as Matins canticle antiphons, a category of
chant which was exclusive to the Benedictine cursus. Then there is
the strongly Benedictine testimony of the community’s more recent
musical additions. The office of St Gall, dated by Berschin to the
years around 900, was crafted from the beginning according to the
newer cursus, and the same can be said of the second version of the St
Otmar office (the first version is non-specific) as well as the St Afra
office.105 What this accumulated evidence would seem to suggest,
then, is that the mixed Benedictine and Roman aspects of cursus in
the Hartker Antiphoner – aspects which scholars have been inclined
to interpret as temporary aberrations – had in fact long co-existed at
Sankt Gallen. How this worked in practice is by no means clear, nor is
it easy to explain why the monastery would have been comfortable
with this outwardly indisciplined state of affairs. But from the per-
spective of the Hartker Antiphoner, a large distraction has been
removed from view. To the extent that these Sankt Gallen scribes
were actively shaping and curating their Office chant repertory,
which they most surely were, I suggest that their intentions lay
elsewhere.

3. Hartker the Collector
The idea that the Hartker Antiphoner ‘added’ to the Office repertory
at Sankt Gallen probably needs to be understood in a more simplistic
sense. We are not dealing with the redesign of the cursus, I would
contend, but simply with a musical repertory which had been expan-
ded. The enlarged quality of the antiphoner has been noted by many
scholars before, among them Ruth Steiner, who wrote of Hartker the
‘collector’, the monk who acted as the ‘preserver of traditions of
worship that extend far beyond those of his own community’.106 This
interpretation does not exclude the possibility that Sankt Gallen
scribes were working towards a fully Benedictine liturgy, or at least the

105 Berschin et al., ‘Das älteste Gallusoffizium’.
106 Steiner, ‘Hartker’s Antiphoner’, p. 210.
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possibility thereof. But in execution we may be witnessing something
much closer to the work of early tenth-century monks at Sankt Gallen,
above all those responsible for the troper-sequentiaries SG 484 and
381 and the processional SG 18, in whose books the basic scribal pro-
cedure seems to have been one of bringingmaterials together first and
worrying about their destiny later.107 With the benefit of tonary evi-
dence, we can now see this process in the work of Hartker.

As already mentioned, the ‘added’ chants in the Hartker Antiphoner
seem not to have been prioritised for use at Matins, nor do they seem to
have favoured major feasts. (Note that the term ‘addition’ as used here
refers not to a specific scribal act, but simply to a perceptible augmen-
tation of the repertory.) Instead, the early Sankt Gallen tonaries indicate
that in the Hartker Antiphoner the newer chants characteristically
occupied a place near the end of a given occasion. Such chants can be
interpreted as alternatives for Lauds or Second Vespers, or as canticle
antiphons for the weekdays of an octave. But the lack of rubrication may
equally suggest a lack of defined liturgical place, not unlike the new
saints’ offices which Omlin found to contravene the ordering of the
Hartker Tonary. Many of these ‘additional’ chants are also more nar-
rowly transmitted, as local or otherwise extraneous members of the
Office repertory. An example is the antiphon Haec locutus sum (CAO
3009), an absentee from the tonaries which was included in the Hartker
Antiphoner as the ninth of nine supplementary chants for Pentecost (SG
391, p. 78). Not documented in any other CAO source, it appears to have
a distinctively Aquitanian (and thus non-Roman) line of transmission,
quite unlike the chants with which it shares its page.108

Potentially the most extreme example of a collecting behaviour is
the block of twenty extra antiphons which were copied after Second
Vespers for the feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross (SG 391,
pp. 63–5). With a distinctive textual quality which sets them apart from
other Holy Cross chants, as already noted by Lori Kruckenberg, and
with a concordant source which places them under the rubric ‘ad
salutandam crucem’ (for the salutation of the cross), it appears that
these chants had not been copied with specific attention to the Divine
Office.109 Rather, as Table 8 implies, this was a supplementary reper-
tory which may have been assembled cumulatively over several

107 Rankin, ‘Ways of Telling Stories’.
108 Deduced from CANTUS database, where the oldest concordance is Albi, Bibliothèque

municipale Rochegude, 44, from the early tenth century.
109 Kruckenberg, ‘Singing History’, pp. 71–2; for the related repertory and rubric see

Leipzig, Universitätsbibliothek, Rep. I 93, fols. 45v–46r, a tenth-century manuscript
associated with Regino of Prüm.
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decades. By that logic the most recent addition was Sanctifica nos
domine, a chant which happens to have been intimately bound up in
the eleventh-century monastery’s sense of self. As told in the local
history of Ekkehart IV, written a generation after Hartker, Sanctifica
nos domine was the song sung by the brave monkHeribald in the face of
early tenth-century Hungarian invaders.110 In her analysis of Ekke-
hart’s story, Kruckenberg noted the supreme narrative value of this
chant above all others, drawing attention to its pointed text and
emphatic closing flourish.111 But if the tonary evidence is to be

Table 8 Supplementary chants for the Invention of the Holy Cross as found in the Hartker
Antiphoner, with tonary concordances

Lacunae are shaded.

CAO Chant Tonary
letter

Goslar
Tonary

Hartker
Tonary

Hartker
Antiphoner

2500 Ecce crucem domini a ×
4264 Per signum crucis a ×
2432 Dulce lignum ak × ×
4035 O magnum pietatis yc × ×
4686 Salua nos Christe i × ×
4017 O crux benedicta quia w × ×
4018 O crux gloriosa ab × ×
3953 Nos autem gloriari yc ×
4016 O crux benedicta quae ab × ×
5227 Tuam crucem

adoremus
i × ×

1287 Adoramus te Christe ag × ×
4690 Saluator mundi salva yb ×
1961 Crux benedicta w × ×
5061 Super omnia ligna ab × ×
1962 Crux fidelis inter w × ×
1292 Adoremus crucis a ×
4020 O crux viride ab ×
4019 O crux splendidior a ×
1960 Crux alma fulget yg ×
4744 Sanctifica nos domine oc ×

110 Ekkehart IV, St. Galler Klostergeschichten, trans. Häfele, ch. 54, pp. 120–1.
111 Kruckenberg, ‘Singing History’, pp. 71–81.
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believed there may be another angle on Ekkehart’s choice. As one of
the most recent additions to the Holy Cross repertory at Sankt Gallen,
and by all accounts a relatively recent composition in its own right,
Sanctifica nos domine would have stood among the compositions which
most profoundly projected a sense of local, native identity in the face
of an external threat. At any rate, we are clearly not dealing with
something from the core Romano-Frankish repertory, but with an
addition thereto.

It is a similar story for the Hartker Antiphoner’s eight supplemen-
tary antiphons at the end of the feast of the Assumption (SG 391, p.
106). The latter half are either missing from the Hartker and Goslar
Tonaries or lost in their lacunas, while the second chant is additionally
absent from the Goslar Tonary. It is the sixth supplementary antiphon
which should interest us most, though, because it is textually identical
to the first. In the Hartker Antiphoner both chants bear the words
Maria virgo semper (CAO 3708), but the second has been notated with a
different melody. No other contemporary antiphoner brings together
two melodies for this chant, and I am aware of this juxtaposition
only in the Hartker Antiphoner and in later sources which directly
depend upon it. Wider concordances help us to distinguish the one
from the other. Whereas the first version is a seventh-mode melody
and is also found in the Old Roman tradition, the second is a first-
mode composition with a narrow transmission among Germanic
sources, and is unknown prior to the Hartker Antiphoner.112 (A
comparison is presented in Figure 4.) Once again, it appears that
items of local interest were supplementing a received repertory of
much older pedigree.

Some of this collecting activity may also have taken place in the library.
The Hartker Antiphoner is the earliest known source to contain a group
of four supplementary ‘O’ antiphons, sometimes known as the ‘monastic
O’s, found appended to the normal group of eight (SG 390, p. 41).113

A single correspondence with Alcuin’s De laude dei, written in late

112 I do not wish to speculate further on the Old Roman connection, except to note simply
that the spectre has appeared in connection with Hartker before. For evidence of ferial
Office antiphons which are apparently uniquely shared with the Old Roman tradition,
above all Dominus non est exaltatum, see J. Claire, ‘Les repertoires liturgiques latins avant
l’octoéchos, I: L’Office férial romano-franc’, Études Grégoriennes, 15 (1975), pp. 1–192, at p.
141, with a parallel transcription of this chant on p. 39 (no. 57).

113 S. Rankin, ‘The Liturgical Background of the Old English Advent Lyrics’, in M. Lapidge
and H. Gneuss (eds.), Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon England: Studies Presented to
Peter Clemoes on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 317–40,
at pp. 332, 338.
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Figure 4 Two versions ofMaria virgo semper from the Hartker Antiphoner, together with later pitched readings from Einsiedeln and
the Old Roman tradition
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eighth-century York, suggests that the group of four were themselves
ancient compositions.114 But a continuity of practice at Sankt Gallen
cannot be assumed, on the basis that the aforementioned late ninth-
century endleaves of SG 86, of possible Sankt Gallen origin, contain no
more than the standard eight ‘O’ antiphons (pp. 231–2). The possibility
is thus raised that the four had been newly reinstated. In another possible
instance of appropriation, three apparently ‘added’ chants for the
Common of a confessor, namely Homo iste, O quam venerandus and Suf-
fragante domine (SG 391, p. 187),find a common concordance in the early
tenth-century processional SG 18 (pp. 23 and 31). Along similar lines, the
scores of versus (versicles) and responsoriola (short responsories) which are
such a distinctive feature of the Hartker Antiphoner – and which led
Aimé-Georges Martimort to believe that this was the earliest chant book
to bear witness to the versicle genre as a whole115 – actually find earlier
concordances in none other than SG 86.116 Examples include Emitte
agnum on p. 1 (CAO 6655), only otherwise found in the CAO source from
Rheinau (Zurich, Zentralbibliothek, MS Rh. 28), and Omnes gentes quas-
cumque on p. 4 (CAO 7315), only otherwise found in the CAO source from
Bamberg (Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, Msc. Lit. 23). These are but
crumbs of evidence, but they do point towards a common conclusion.
Although Ruth Steiner painted a memorable picture of Hartker the
foraging scribe, preserving traditions ‘beyond those of his own commu-
nity’, that description probably needs to be turned on its head.117 The
examples presented above suggest that it was actually a fundamentally
external tradition, that which we might call Roman or Romano-Frankish,
which in the Hartker Antiphoner was being personalised with materials
from closer to home.

CONC LU S I ON

The collective testimony of the Sankt Gallen tonaries therefore leads
us to the very conclusion which I primed us to expect: in the Hartker
Antiphoner an older Roman inheritance was being expanded with

114 Ibid., p. 332.
115 A. G. Martimort, ‘Origine et signification du versus à l’office’, in D. Saulnier (ed.),

Requirentes modos musicos: Mélanges offerts à Dom Jean Claire (Solesmes, 1995), pp. 11–19,
at p. 17.

116 The repertory of responsoriola is carefully circumscribed in the Hartker Antiphoner, and
can be found assigned for the following feasts or times: Advent (SG 390, pp. 19–20),
Christmas (p. 55), Epiphany (p. 79), per annum (pp. 90–101), Passion Sunday (p. 169),
Common of Saints (pp. 189–90), Easter (SG 391, p. 48), Holy Cross (p. 66), Ascension
(p. 74), Pentecost (p. 79) and St Michael (p. 124).

117 Steiner, ‘Hartker’s Antiphoner’, p. 210.
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material of a more local nature, including new offices for saints’ feasts,
new texts, new alternative chants, and even one or two new chant
melodies. These observations find direct points of contact not only in
the turn-of-millennium adaptations made to the gradual SG 339, but
also in contemporary materials from further afield. For example, a
clear parallel for the doubly notated Maria virgo semper chant is the
doubly notated Monasterium istud of the slightly earlier Swiss gradual
Einsiedeln, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. 121.118 A more general compar-
andum comes in the form of Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France,
MS Lat. 1085, the St Martial Office antiphoner whose archaisms and
possible relics of Gallican practice were interpreted by James Grier as
‘a systematic attempt to record the texts of the Divine office’.119 The
idea of including ‘everything’ is also mirrored in contemporary com-
pilations of other genres, perhaps most notably the eccentric liturgical
assemblage known as the Pontifical Romano-Germanique, coterminous
with Hartker, among whose diverse musical materials are several pro-
cessional chants composed in Sankt Gallen.120

At the same time as the Hartker Antiphoner was recording a newly
expanded repertory, however, the scribes were also working in an edi-
torial capacity. From our two case studies of omitted chants, for Lenten
Thursdays and Septuagesima, it appears that scriptural harmony was a
primary consideration in the curation of the repertory. But other factors
may have played a part. Whatever the ultimate motivation was, it is
instructive to note that the reform of the Lenten Thursdays at Sankt
Gallen did not completely stick. Some of the omitted chants were rein-
serted into the margins of the early eleventh-century breviary SG 414
(e.g. pp. 500, 504), and were then included again in full in the breviary
SG 413, from the 1020s or 1030s, only for the reforms to be reinstated
again in the twelfth-century breviary SG 388. One likely explanation for
this prolonged inconsistency is that the monks did not have the musical
resources to achieve their higher liturgical aims. (They certainly never
adopted chants based on the Johannine Gospel lectionary, as other
institutions did.) The interpretation is attractive because it is also

118 Discussed in M. Gushee, ‘A Polyphonic Ghost’, Journal of the American Musicological Society,
16 (1963), pp. 204–11.

119 J. Grier, ‘The Divine Office at Saint-Martial in the Early Eleventh Century: Paris, BNF lat.
1085’, in Baltzer and Fassler (eds.), The Divine Office in the Latin Middle Ages, pp. 179–204,
at p. 179.

120 I refer above all to the repertory for Rogation, edited in Les Ordines Romani, ed.
Andrieu, v, pp. 315–41, and discussed briefly (together with a redating of the Pontifical) in
H. Parkes, The Making of Liturgy in the Ottonian Church: Books, Music and Ritual in Mainz,
950–1050, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought, 100 (Cambridge, 2015),
pp. 93–4.
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applicable to theHartker Antiphoner’s hybrid liturgical cursus. We know
from examples above that the Sankt Gallen community was at least
partially committed to the Benedictine way of performing of the Office.
But we have also seen via the tonaries that there had been no major
advances on this front since the first half of the tenth century. In these
various senses, then, theHartker Antiphonermust indeed be considered
part of a longer work in progress.

All of this draws us back to a central question: why should the
Sankt Gallen community have placed such emphasis on the musical
authority of the Hartker Antiphoner, both in its famous Gregorian
image and poem, and indirectly in the narratives of Ekkehart IV
which followed a decade or two later? Or to put it another way: why
make such a big deal of Romanness in a repertory which, as the
tonaries imply, had never been less Roman?121 In the context of a
chant book which had plenty of other illustrations besides, there is
certainly a danger that we over-obsess about the significance of this
single famous opening. But I think the questions comfortably furnish
their own answer. Knowing that their repertory was in fact less
Roman than ever – not only in its incorporation of new chants, but also
in its subjugation to the higher authorities of the Bible and Gospel
lectionaries – the scribes may have been pushing hard in the opposite
direction, overcompensating for a perceived lack of absolute musical
authority. Perhaps they were even aware of the kinds of critique which
Bern of Reichenau would later direct their way. Of course we can do no
more than speculate about the motivations of the Hartker Antiphoner’s
late tenth-century scribes. In the case of Ekkehart IV, however, the
liturgical evidence uncovered in this article opens up a new dimension
in his work.

Scholars of this significant eleventh-century historian and thinker
have long recognised that he had something to prove. Ekkehart was
certainly interested in presenting his institution as musically gifted, as
well he might.122But the liturgy was also at the forefront of his agenda.
As Kruckenberg has argued, one of the ‘central aims’ of his institu-
tional history, the Casus sancti Galli, ‘was to provide proof that, over the
centuries and up to his day, the monks of Sankt Gallen lived in

121 The same question is posed of Office antiphons more widely in D. Hiley, ‘Cantate domino
canticum novum: Old and New in Medieval Chant and the Status of St Gregory’, Musica e
Storia, 14 (2006), pp. 127–41.

122 The veracity of Ekkehart’s various musical reports was recently weighed, and ultimately
given credence, in Rankin, ‘Ut a patribus audiuimus’; against this, however, see the
discussion and bibliography cited in n. 47 above.
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accordance with the Rule of Benedict’.123 Now that we know of a
specific liturgical context in which the Sankt Gallen monks’
non-compliance with the Rule might have been daily exposed, the
Hartker Antiphoner’s projections of antiquity and Ekkehart’s protes-
tations of obedience both take on a radically different hue. This is all
the more interesting when we consider that the earliest evidence of a
consistently Benedictine cursus at Sankt Gallen appears in SG 413, a
breviary volume copied in the second quarter of the eleventh century,
just at the point that Ekkehart IV was emerging as a major local
voice.124 Evidence of a cursus reform in this period would, in turn,
strengthen the idea that the hybrid liturgy of the Hartker Antiphoner
had been a longer-term fixture at Sankt Gallen. But even if the litur-
gical creases had been ironed out by Ekkehart’s time, he knew the
library too well to be ignorant of this less-than-Benedictine past.

Thus, in a strange way, this article brings us to a state of knowledge
which both affirms and undermines the Hartker Antiphoner’s
legendary historiographical status, the problematic matter with which
we began. The relative stability of the tenth-century Goslar and Hart-
ker Tonaries, combined with only limited evidence of intervention by
Hartker and his fellow scribes, should renew our confidence that this
book did indeed preserve something of an older repertory. Perhaps
wemight even attribute the antiphoner’s hybrid cursus to a time earlier
in the ninth century, when Benedictine adherence had last been high
on the Frankish agenda. But that does not make this book any more
Roman, of course, and the existence of cumulative Frankish reworking
is plain to see from the various early witnesses to the Sankt Gallen
Office which survive. The tonaries have now revealed that this
reworking continued in the Hartker Antiphoner, demonstrating that
this was no passive copying exercise, but an active project in which the
authors exerted their editorial control, reorganising, excluding and
adding new materials. What was also new in this book, so far as we can
tell, was the effort expended on authorising its contents. In a time of
rapid musical and liturgical change, stability was presumably exactly

123 Kruckenberg, ‘Singing History’, p. 60. See also E. Hellgardt, ‘Die Casus Sancti Galli
Ekkeharts IV. und die Benediktsregel’, in B. Kellner (ed.), Literarische Kommunikation und
soziale Interaktion, Mikrokosmos, 64 (Frankfurt am Main, 2001), pp. 27–50; E. Tremp,
‘Ekkehart IV. von St. Gallen († um 1060) und die monastische Reform’, Studien und
Mitteilungen zur Geschichte des Benediktiner-Ordens und seiner Zweige, 116 (2005), pp. 67–88.

124 The basic evidence for the Benedictinisation is laid out in Gy, ‘Les premiers bréviaires’,
pp. 110–13. Unfortunately, we have no record of cantors at Sankt Gallen during this
period, as explained in Kruckenberg, ‘Singing History’, pp. 65–7. Nor has Ekkehart IV’s
hand been connected to this or any other contemporary liturgical book.
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what they wanted us to hear – and we as scholars have been only too
glad to hear it. But with tools like the Goslar Tonary we can look
behind the curtain and see for ourselves.

Yale University
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Plate 1 Stadtarchiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1, fol. 1r
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Plate 2 Stadtarchiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1, fol. 1v
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Plate 3 Stadtarchiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1, fol. 2r
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Plate 4 Stadtarchiv Goslar, Handschriftenfragmente MThMu 1/1, fol. 2v
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A P P END I X

The Contents of the Goslar Tonary

The chant incipits of the Goslar Tonary have been transcribed faithfully
below, subject to the standardisation of spelling and capitalisation of proper
names. Angled brackets denote words or syllables omitted by the scribe;
square brackets denote extra words supplied in order to clarify the identity of
a chant. Italics denote anomalous or problematic chants.

Concordances are noted only when found in the original scribal layers of
the Hartker Tonary and Antiphoner. An em rule indicates that there is a
lacuna where we might expect to find evidence. An asterisk denotes a con-
cordance found in a different melodic classification. Parentheses in the con-
cordance columns assume a copying error (discussed in a footnote) and
indicate that the concordance pertains to a suggested alternative.
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

1r, col. 1 3 (i) 3544 Iustus cor suum tradet ad Common of a martyr × ×
4871 Serue bone et fidelis Common of a confessor × ×
5323 Veni electa mea et ponam Common of virgins × ×
5505 Vota mea domino reddam Dedication × ×
4142 Omnes enim vos1 ? ? —

3861 Ne reminiscaris domine Summer histories (Tobit) × × *
4136 Omni tempore benedic Summer histories (Tobit) × ×
3622 Liberati [serviamus] Canticle antiphon

(Benedictus)
×

4536 Quidam homo fecit Pentecost Octave 2 × ×
1850 Cognouit autem pater Pentecost Octave 21 × —

3 (ib) 2508 Ecce dominus 〈noster〉 cum
virtute

Advent 2 × ×

4194 Orietur diebus Christmas × ×
3051 Hic est discipulus ille qui St John the Evangelist × ×
4951 Symeon iustus Purification × ×
5156 Tolle puerum Purification × ×
1692 Benedicat terra domino Septuagesima × ×
1355 Alliga domine Holy Week (Wednesday) × × *
4418 Pulchra es et decora filia Assumption of BVM × × *

1 Omnes enim vos appears in later Sankt Gallen books as a post-Pentecost chant in mode 4 (og or oh), so the reason for its placement here is unclear.
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3878 Nigra sum sed formosa Common of virgins × ×
1814 Cives mei vermes sunt Summer histories (Job) × ×
5394 Video virum Canticle antiphon

(Benedicite)
× ×

3 (ic) 1233 Accipiens Symeon puerum Purification × ×
4609 Reliquid eum temptator Lent 1 × ×
4428 Quaerentes eum Lent 2 (Friday) × ×
2395 Domine vim patior Holy Week (Tuesday) × ×

1r, col. 2 3688 Mandatum novum Maundy Thursday × ×
1678 Beatus vir qui timet 2 Per annum (Sundays) (× ) ( × )
2639 Elisabeth Zachariae magnum John the Baptist × ×
3028 Herodes enim tenuit Beheading of John the

Baptist
× ×

5393 Videntibus qui aderant St Gall × ×
2868 Fidelis seruus et prudens Common of a confessor × ×

3 (id) 5481 Vivo ego Saturday after Ash
Wednesday

× ×

4583 Reddet deus mercedem All Saints × ×
3 (ig) 3687 Malos male perdet Lent 2 (Friday) × × *

2597 Ego sum pastor bonus Easter 2 × × *
3946 Nonne deo Per annum (Wednesdays) × ×
4139 Omnia quaecumque Per annum (Wednesdays) × ×

2 Normally assigned to mode 7 (yg), Beatus vir qui timet is out of place both melodically and liturgically. It is probably a mistaken substitution for Beatus
uir qui inuentus (CAO 1675), which in the Hartker Tonary and Antiphoner is assigned to mode 3 (ic) and saints’ feasts in Eastertide.
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

4567 Quoniam in aeternum Per annum (Wednesdays) × ×
2367 Domine probasti me et Per annum (Thursdays) × ×

3 (ih/ik) 4530 Quid retribuam domino pro St Stephen × * × *
2999 Haec est generatio quaeren-

〈tium〉
Holy Innocents × ×

4441 Quando natus est ineffabi-
〈liter〉

Christmas Octave × ×

4464 Qui de terra est de terra Christmas Octave × ×
3001 Haec est quae nescivit Purification × ×
2442 Dum complerentur dies Pentecost × ×
4440 Quando nata est Nativity of BVM × ×
4372 Pretiosa sunt St Maurice × ×
1747 Cecilia famula tua domine St Cecilia × ×
4911 Si quis per me intrauerit Common of a martyr × ×

1v, col. 1 1674 Beatus vir qui in lege domini Common of a confessor × ×
n/a Beatus vir qui in sapientia3 Common of a confessor
5021 Statuit illi testamentum Common of a confessor × ×
5407 Vidi speciosam sicut Common of virgins × ×
1980 Cum audisset Iob Summer histories ( Job) × × *

3 No office chant of this name is known, only a canticle. Given the similarity to the previous entry, its inclusion may have been accidental.
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4549 Quis ex vobis homo qui Pentecost Octave 3 × ×
1232 Accipiens dominus septem Pentecost Octave 7 × ×

RESPONSORIA
3 7562 Salvatorem expectamus Advent 1 ×

6149 Audite verbum Advent 1 ×
6620 Ecce virgo concipiet Advent 1 ×
6639 Egredietur dominus de

Samaria
Advent 2 ×

7438 Prope est ut veniat tempus Advent 3 ×
7137 Me oportet minui Advent 4 ×
6983 Intuemini quantus Advent 4 ×
6640 Egredietur dominus Advent 4 (weekdays) ×
7351 Paratus esto Israel Advent 4 (weekdays)
n/a Vigilate omnes Advent 4 (weekdays)
7274 O magnum mysterium Christmas ×
7022 Isti sunt sancti qui passi sunt Holy Innocents ×
6849 Hodie in Iordane baptiza Epiphany ×

1v, col. 2 7864 Videntes stellam magi Epiphany ×
7869 Videte miraculum Purification ×
6075 Alleluia mane apud nos hodie Septuagesima
6055 Aedificauit Noe Quinquagesima ×
6506 Domine puer meus Quinquagesima
6600 Ecce nunc tempus accepta Lent 1 ×
6973 Insurrexerunt in me Palm Sunday ×
7313 Omnes amici mei Good Friday ×
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

6093 Angelus domini descendit Easter ×
6323 Congratulamini [mihi omnes] Easter (Monday) ×
7907 Virtute magna Easter (Tuesday) ×
6635 Ego sum vitis vera4 SS Philip and James ( × )
6898 In diademate capitis Aaron Easter 3 ×
6483 Docete filios vestros Easter 3 ×
6943 In toto corde meo Easter 5 ×
6074 Alleluia iudica iudicium Easter 5 ×
6070 Alleluia delectatio bona Easter 5 ×
7111 Lux perpetua lucebit sanctis Saints in Eastertide ×
7403 Post passionem suam per Ascension ×
7225 Non conturbetur Ascension ×
6536 Dum complerentur dies Pentecost ×
7693 Spiritus sanctus procedens Pentecost ×
6630 Ego pro te rogavi Petre SS Peter and Paul ×
7878 Vidi speciosam sicut Nativity of BVM ×
7726 Super salutem et omnem Nativity of BVM ×
6854 Hodie nata est Nativity of BVM ×
6217 Beatus Martinus obitum St Martin ×

4 Normally assigned to mode 5, Ego sum vitis vera is out of place bothmelodically and liturgically. It is probably a mistaken substitution for Ego sicut vitis
fructificavi (CAO 6633), which in the Hartker Antiphoner is assigned to mode 3 and Easter 3.
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LACUNA
2r, col. 1 7 (yc) 4882 Si culmen veri Sexagesima — ×

2355 Domine labia mea Lent 2 — ×
2875 Fili tu semper Lent 2 (Saturday) — ×
2710 Et me scitis et unde Lent 4 (Tuesday) — ×
3933 Non sis mihi tu formi Holy Week (Tuesday) — ×
3624 Liberavit dominus Maundy Thursday — ×
2265 Dixi iniquis nolite Maundy Thursday — ×
4395 Proprio filio suo Good Friday — ×
1775 Caro mea requiescet in spe Holy Saturday — ×
3800 Mittite in dexteram Easter (Wednesday) — ×
5271 Undecim discipuli Easter (Friday) — ×
4035 O magnum pietatis Invention of the Holy Cross — ×
3785 Misit dominus John the Baptist — ×
2502 Ecce dedi verba mea John the Baptist — ×
4345 Posuit os meum John the Baptist — ×
4981 Solve iubente deo St Peter’s Chains — ×
5208 Tu es Petrus et super SS Peter and Paul — ×
5035 Strinxerunt corporis St Laurence — ×
2974 Gratias tibi ago St Laurence — ×
4434 O quam pulchra es Assumption of BVM — ×
2016 Cum iocunditate Nativity of BVM — ×
1398 Angeli archangeli throni 5 St Michael — ( × )

5 Normally assigned to mode 3 (ye), Angeli archangeli throni is out of place both melodically and liturgically. It is probably a mistaken substitution for
Angelus archangelus (CAO 1406), also for St Michael, which in the Hartker Antiphoner is assigned to mode 3 (yc).
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

3753 Michahel archangelus
[proeliavit]

St Michael — ×

5247 Tunc memorata St Dionysius — ×
2587 Ego signo crucis non St Martin — ×
2382 Domine si adhuc St Martin — ×
2863 Fiat domine cor meum St Cecilia — ×

2r, col. 2 3961 Nos scientes sanctum nomen St Cecilia — ×
5408 Vidi supra montem St Clement — ×
2122 De sub cuius pede St Clement — ×
3924 Non meis meritis St Clement — ×
3395 Invenerunt St Clement — ×
5413 Vidit dominus Petrum St Andrew — ×
2586 Ego si patibulum St Andrew — ×
2221 Dignum sibi dominus St Andrew — ×
4693 Salve crux [quae in corpore] St Andrew — ×
5100 Tanquam aurum Common of martyrs — ×
5489 Voce mea ad dominum Common of a martyr — ×
3545 Iustus dominus Common of a martyr — ×
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3914 Non est inventus Common of a confessor — ×
4675 Sacerdotes dei Common of a confessor — ×
3913 Non est hic aliud Dedication — ×
4115 Omne quod dat mihi Office of the dead — ×
5470 Visita et libera Canticle antiphon

(Benedictus)
— ×

2830 Fac deus potentiae6 Canticle antiphon
(Magnificat)

— ×

4971 Sit nomen domini Per annum (Sundays) — ×
7 (yd) 3786 Misit dominus manum St John the Evangelist — ×

5022 Stella ista sicut Epiphany — ×
5237 Tunc ad locum St Benedict — ×
2258 Dives ille Lent 2 (Thursday) — ×
4525 Quid me quaeritis Lent 4 (Tuesday) — ×
1974 Cum angelis et pueris Palm Sunday — ×
5379 Vide domine et considera Holy Week (Tuesday) — ×

2v, col. 1 3783 Misit dominus angelum SS Peter and Paul — ×
4556 Quo progrederis St Laurence — ×
2091 Da scientiam Canticle antiphon

(Benedictus)
— ×

5480 Vivit dominus Per annum (Saturdays) — ×
2285 Dixit dominus domino Per annum (Sundays) — ×

y (yg) 2104 De caelo veniet Advent 2 (Monday) — ×
1763 Cantate domino Advent 2 (Friday) — ×

6 The more common reading is ‘potentiam’.
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

2675 Erumpent montes Advent 2 (Friday) — ×
4178 Orante sancta Lucia St Lucy — ×
3478 Hierusalem gaude Advent 3 — ×
3670 Magnificatus est Christmas Eve — ×
4587 Redemptionem Christmas — ×
2794 Exortum est Christmas — ×
1272 Adhaesit anima mea St Stephen — × *
1802 Cibavit eum dominus7 St John the Evangelist — × *
1303 Afferte domino Epiphany — ×
5391 Videntes stellam magi Epiphany — ×
4843 Sebastianus

[Mediolanensium]
St Sebastian — ×

1789 Christo cottidie St Sebastian — × *
4844 Sebastianus vir St Sebastian — ×
4840 Sebastianus dixit [ad] St Sebastian — ×
4639 Responsum accepit Purification — ×

7 Although sometimes found written ‘Cibavit illum’, the reading ‘Cibavit eum’ is native to German sources of this period, including the Hartker
Antiphoner.
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4639 Responsum accepit 8 Purification — ×
4647 Revertere in terram Purification — ×
3333 Ingenua sum St Agatha — ×
4480 Qui me dignatus es St Agatha — ×

2v, col. 2 1254 Ad te de luce vigilo Quinquagesima — ×
1752 Caecus sedebat Quinquagesima — ×
2014 Cum ieiunatis nolite Ash Wednesday — ×
5243 Tunc invocabis Saturday after Ash

Wendesday
— ×

5020 Statuit ea in aeternum Lent 2 — ×
2496 Ecce ascendimus Lent 2 (Wednesday) — ×
4857 Sedere autem mecum Lent 2 (Wednesday) — × *
3922 Non lotis manibus Lent 3 (Wednesday) — ×
5236 Tunc acceptabis Lent 4 — ×
3297 In tribulatione Passion Sunday — ×
5234 Tulerunt lapides ut Passion Sunday — ×
2252 Discerne causam meam Holy Week (Tuesday) — ×
2474 Dum tribularer Holy Week (Tuesday) — ×
3223 In die tribulationis meae Maundy Thursday — ×
3264 In pace factus est Holy Saturday — ×
1512 Attendite uni〈versi〉 Holy Saturday — × *
2699 Et ecce terraemotus Easter — × *

8 Since there is no other ‘Responsum accepit’ chant, this must be an accidental duplication.
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Folio Mode and
differentia

CAO Chant name Implicit liturgical
assignment

Concordance with
Hartker Tonary

Concordance with
Hartker Antiphoner

1813 Cito euntes Easter — ×
3237 In Galilaea Easter — ×
3690 Mane nobiscum Easter (Monday) — ×
3705 Maria stabat Easter (Thursday) — ×
5346 Venit Maria nuntians Easter (Thursday) — ×
3022 Helena Constantini Invention of Holy Cross — × *
3024 Helena sancta Invention of Holy Cross — ×
3867 Necesse est ut St Alexander — ×
1480 Argentum et aurum SS Peter and Paul — ×
2308 Dixit Romanus ad beatum St Laurence — ×
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